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CHAPTER 4

Around the Hilbert –Arnol′d Problem

V. Kaloshin

1. Around the Hilbert’s 16th problem and an estimate for cyclicity of
elementary polycycles

1.1. The Hilbert 16th problem and its offsprings. Consider a polynomial
vector field on the real (x, y)-plane

(1)

{
ẏ = Pn(x, y)
ẋ = Qn(x, y)

Pn, Qn polynomials, deg Pn, deg Qn ≤ n.

A limit cycle of a polynomial vector field (1) is an isolated periodic solution. Define

H(n) = uniform bound for the number of limit cycles of (1) .

One way to formulate the Hilbert 16th problem is the following:

Hilbert 16th Problem (HP). Estimate H(n) for any n ∈ Z+.

To prove that H(1) = 0 is an exercise, but to find H(2) is already a difficult
unsolved problem (see [DRR,DMR] for work in this direction). Below we discuss
two of the most significant branches of research HP has generated: existential and
tangential Hilbert 16th problems.

1.1.1. The tangential Hilbert 16th problem. Consider a polynomial perturba-
tion of a Hamiltonian polynomial line field

(2)


ẋ = −∂H

∂x
− εP (x, y)

ẏ =
∂H

∂y
− εQ(x, y).

For ε = 0 the line field (2) does not have any limit cycles at all (all cycles are
nonisolated). An oval (topological circle) γ of the level curve H(x, y) = h generates
a limit cycle for a small nonzero value of ε if the accumulated energy dissipation is
zero in the first approximation, i.e., when

(3)
∮

γ

P (x, y) dx + Q(x, y) dy = 0, γ ⊆ {H(x, y) = h}.

The left-hand side expression is called a complete Abelian integral. If the polynomi-
als H, P , and Q are fixed, the integral (3) defines a multivalued function I(h). The
multivalued possibility appears when the corresponding level curve {H(x, y) = h}
has several disjoint ovals.
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112 4. AROUND HILBERT –ARNOL′D PROBLEM

Tangential Hilbert 16th Problem (THP) ([AVI+]). For any collection
of polynomials P and Q ∈ R[x, y] of degree ≤ n and H of degree ≤ n + 1 give an
upper bound TH(n) on the number of real ovals over which the integral (3) vanishes,
but not identically.

In the latter case the perturbation (2) is a Hamiltonian system for ε �= 0 so it
does not have any limit cycles at all. Even though the tangential Hilbert problem
is not yet solved, in contrast to the Hilbert 16th problem, there are several quite
general results related to it. Khovanskĭı [K1] and Varchenko [V] proved

Finiteness Theorem. For any n ∈ Z+ the number of isolated zeroes of
Abelian integrals is uniformly bounded over all Hamiltonians and forms of degree ≤
n.

For various other results estimating H(n) in various particular cases see [G,
I1, M1, NDY, P2], and the lecture course [Y1] in the present volume for more
references.

If we consider (3) over the field of complex numbers we have that an Abelian
integral satisfies a Fuchsian equation or Picard – Fuchs equation (see, e.g., [AA]),
i.e., an equation of the form

(4) ż =
∑

j

Aj

t− αj
zj ,

where the Aj are constant matrices and z = (z1, . . . , zp) ∈ Cp is a complex vector
for some p. Investigation of various properties of fuchsian equations is the main
topic of lectures of Bolibrukh [B1] in the present volume.

1.1.2. From existential Hilbert 16th problem to Hilbert –Arnol ′d problem. A
qualitative form of Hilbert 16th problem is the following:

Existential Hilbert 16th Problem (EHP). Prove that H(n) < ∞ for
any n ∈ Z+.

The problem of the finiteness of the number of limit cycles for an individual
polynomial line field (1) is called the Dulac problem after the pioneering work of Du-
lac [D1] who claimed in 1923 to have solved this problem, but an error was found by
Ilyashenko [I2] 60 years later. The Dulac problem was solved by two independent,
rather different and incredibly complicated proofs given almost simultaneously by
Ilyashenko and Écalle.

Individual Finiteness Theorem (IFT) ([I3, É]). Any polynomial line field
(1) has only a finite number of limit cycles.

However, neither proof allows any generalization to solve EHP. Consider the
equation (1) for different polynomials

(
Pn(x, y), Qn(x, y)

)
∈ (R[x, y])2 as the family

of vector fields on R2 depending on the parameters of the polynomials. Using a
central projection π : S2 → R2 and homogeneity with respect to parameters of the
equation (1) (vector fields

(
λPn(x, y), λQn(x, y)

)
and

(
Pn(x, y), Qn(x, y)

)
for any

λ �= 0 have the same trajectories) one can construct a finite parameter family of
analytic line fields on the sphere S2 with a compact parameter base B (see, e.g.,
[IY2] for details). After this reduction the existential Hilbert problem becomes a
particular case of the following:
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Global Finiteness Conjecture (GFC) ([R1]). For any analytic family of
line fields on S2 with a compact parameter base B the number of limit cycles is
uniformly bounded over all parameter values.

We refer the reader to the volumes [IY2, S1], and a book [R2], where vari-
ous developments of these and related problems are discussed. Families of analytic
fields are difficult to analyze. In the middle of the 1980’s Arnol′d [AA] proposed
to consider generic families of smooth vector fields as the first step toward under-
standing families of analytic vector fields. A smooth analog of the global finiteness
conjecture is the following:

Hilbert –Arnol
′
d Problem (HAP) ([I4]). Prove that, in a generic finite

parameter family of vector fields on the sphere S2 with a compact base B, the number
of limit cycles is uniformly bounded.

Assume for a moment that an analytic (or a generic smooth) vector field on
the sphere S2 has an infinite number of limit cycles. By the Poincaré – Bendixson
theorem, any limit cycle should surround an equilibrium point and, since our vector
field has at most finitely many equilibria, there should be an infinite “nested” se-
quence around one of the equilibria. Then this “nested” sequence of limit cycles has
to accumulate (in the sense of the Hausdorff metric) to a certain contour (polygon)
consisting of equilibria (as vertices) and separatrix curves (sides of that polygon)
connecting them. Such objects are called polycycles. It turns out that a possible
solution to the Hilbert –Arnol′d problem reduces to the investigation of bifurcation
of polycycles. Let us give several definitions.

Definition 1. A polycycle γ of a vector field on the sphere S2 is a cyclically
ordered collection of equilibrium points p1, . . . , pk (with possible repetitions) and
arcs γ1, . . . , γk (distinct integral curves consisting possibly of equilibrium points)
connecting them in a specific order: the jth arc γj connects pj with pj+1 for j =
1, . . . , k.

A polycycle γ is called monodromic if one can choose a segment Σ transversal
to γ such that on one side U ⊂ Σ of p = Σ ∩ γ a Poincaré return map ∆γ : U → Σ
is defined with ∆γ(p) = p.

Nonaccumulation Theorem ([I3, É]). For any analytic monodromic poly-
cycle γ there is a tube neighborhood free from limit cycles or a Poincaré return map
∆γ : Σ ⊃ U → Σ can’t have infinitely many fixed points accumulating to p = Σ∩ γ.

This theorem along with the above compactness arguments implies IFT. Both
proofs of Ilyashenko and Ecallé deal with the analysis of type of germs of maps
arising as Poincaré return maps of an analytic monodromic polycycle. The lectures
by van den Dries discussed the theory of o-minimality.1 This theory deals with
classes of functions which satisfy certain axioms. A basic example of o-minimal
class of functions is polynomials and analytic functions. In particular, if a map
of a compact interval ∆: U → R belongs to an o-minimal class of functions, then
the equation ∆(x) = x has finitely many solutions. One hopes that deeper under-
standing of o-minimal structures would allow one to include Poincaré return maps
of monodromic polycycles into an o-minimal class and give an independent proof of

1For information on o-minimality and on model theory and its applications cf. [vdD,vdDS]
and Lou van Dries webpage http://www.math.uiuc.edu/People/vddnest.html.
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the nonaccumulation theorem. Finiteness theorems for differentiable function fields
are discussed in the lectures by Buium [B2] in the present volume.

Definition 2. Let {ẋ = v(x, ε)}ε∈Bk , x ∈ S2, be a k-parameter family of
vector fields on S2 having a polycycle γ for some parameter value ε∗ ∈ Bk, where
Bk is the unit ball in Rn. The polycycle γ has cyclicity µ in the family {v(x, ε)}ε∈Bk

if there exist neighborhoods U and V such that S2 ⊇ U ⊃ γ, Bk ⊇ V � ε∗ and for
any ε ∈ V the field v(·, ε) has no more than µ limit cycles inside U and µ is the
minimal number with this property.

Examples. (1) In a generic n-parameter family, the maximal multiplicity
of a degenerate limit cycle does not exceed n+1, e.g., in codimension 1 a semistable
limit cycle has cyclicity 2. Thus, the cyclicity of a trivial polycycle (a polycycle
without singular points) in a generic n-parameter family does not exceed n + 1.

(2) (Andronov – Leontovich, 1930s; Hopf, 1940s). A nontrivial polycycle of
codimension 1 has cyclicity at most 1.

(3) (Takens, Bogdanov, Leontovich, Mourtada, Grozovskii, early 1970s – 1993
(see [G2,KS], and references there)). A nontrivial polycycle of codimension 2 has
cyclicity at most 2.

There is no standard definition of a polycycle. For example in [DRR] the au-
thors use the following definition: A graphic is a collection of singularities connected
by phases curves. A polycycle is a graphic for which the first Poincaré return map
is defined.

Definition 3. The bifurcation number B(k) is the maximal cyclicity of a
nontrivial polycycle occurring in a generic k-parameter family of C∞ vector fields.

The definition of B(k) does not depend on a choice of the base of the family,
it depends only on the number k of parameters.

Local Hilbert –Arnol
′
d Problem (LHAP) ([I4]). Prove that for any fi-

nite k, the bifurcation number B(k) is finite and find an upper estimate for B(k).

It turns out that a solution to the local Hilbert –Arnol′d problem implies a
solution to the Hilbert – Arnol′d problem.

Similarly to the generic smooth vector fields, in the case of analytic vector fields
one can define a so-called limit periodic set [FP,R1], which is either a polycycle
or has an arc of equilibrium points,2 and formulate the

Local Finiteness Conjecture (LFC) ([R1]). Prove that any limit periodic
set occurring in an analytic family of vector fields on S2 has finite cyclicity in this
family.

Smooth vector fields are more flexible then analytic vector fields and easier to
analyze. A strategy to attack the existential Hilbert problem, proposed by Arnol′d
[AA] (see also [IK]), is first to understand generic smooth vector fields and then
try to apply the developed methods to analytic vector fields. We stress out that
a solution to the (local) Hilbert –Arnol′d problem would not necessarily solve the
(finite cyclicity) global finiteness conjecture, because the study of generic vector
fields does not include the study of nongeneric vector fields and nongeneric limit
sets, which are unavoidable in the analytic setting. However, it might give some
insight. Let us summarize the discussion in the form of a part of Figure 1.

2Generic vector fields cannot have an arc of equilibrium points.
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Figure 1. Existential Hilbert problem and its offsprings

1.1.3. Cyclicity of elementary polycycles. Now we shall formulate the main re-
sult of this course of lectures.

Definition 4. An equilibrium point of a vector field on the two-sphere is called
elementary if at least one eigenvalue of its linear part is nonzero. A polycycle is
called an elementary polycycle if all its singularities are elementary.

The local Hilbert – Arnol′d problem was solved under the additional assumption
that a polycycle have only elementary singularities.

Definition 5. The elementary bifurcation number E(k) is the maximal cyclic-
ity of a nontrivial elementary polycycle occurring in a generic k-parameter family
of C∞ vector fields.

From Examples (2) and (3) above it follows that

E(1) = 1, E(2) = 2.

Information about the behavior of the function k �→ E(k) has been obtained re-
cently. The first crucial step was done by Ilyashenko and Yakovenko:

Finiteness of Elementary Cyclicity (FEC) ([IY2]). For any n the ele-
mentary bifurcation number E(n) is finite.

Corollary 1. Under the assumption that generic C∞ families of vector fields
have only elementary singularities, the global Hilbert –Arnol′d problem is solved,
i.e., any generic finite-parameter C∞ family of vector fields on the sphere S2 with
a compact base and only elementary equilibria has a uniform upper bound for the
number of limit cycles.

Main Theorem ([K6]). For any k ∈ Z+

(5) E(k) ≤ 225k2
.

This is the first explicit general estimate for cyclicity of polycycles. The case of
a polycycle consisting of only one singular point with no arcs at all is well known.
An elementary equilibrium point can generate limit cycles in its small neighborhood
if it is a slow focus, that is, the linearization matrix has a pair of two imaginary
eigenvalues. This bifurcation was investigated by Takens [T1].

Corollary 2. As in Corollary 1, under the assumption that all the polycycles
are elementary the Main Theorem gives a solution to the local Hilbert –Arnol ′d
problem.
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1.1.4. Resolution of singularities (RS) or blow-up of singularities of vector fields
and singular perturbations (SP). In this section we discuss resolution of singular-
ities and singular perturbations which might lead to a generalization of the main
result and to a solution to the local Hilbert –Arnol′d problem (see the box with
RS & SP? in Figure 1).

Let ẋ = v(x) be a C∞ vector field on R2 such that v(0) = 0. A vector field
satisfies a �Lojasiewicz condition if there exists k ∈ Z+ and c > 0 such that

(6) ‖v(x)‖ ≥ c‖x‖k

for all x in some neighborhood of 0. It can be shown [D2] that any generic C∞

finite-parameter family of vector fields on the sphere S2 has only vector fields with
equilibrium points satisfying a Lojasiewicz condition for some k ∈ Z+ and c > 0.

To define a blow-up for a C∞ vector field ẋ = v(x) on R2 with an equilibrium
at 0, i.e., v(0) = 0 consider the map

(7) φ : S1 × R → R2; φ(θ, r) �→ (r cos θ, r sin θ).

Then the pull-back v̂, with φ(v̂) = v, is a C∞ vector field on S1×R, i.e., dφ0

(
v̂(0)

)
=

X ◦ φ(0), where v̂ is the blown-up vector field.

Desingularization Theorem ([D2]). If a C∞ vector field ẋ = v(x) on R2

with v(0) = 0 satisfies a Lojasiewicz condition, then there is a finite sequence of
blow-ups leading to a vector field with only elementary equilibria.

Sometimes this theorem is called the Bendixson – Seidenberg –Dumortier the-
orem [B, S2, D2]. Bendixson stated it without a proof it on the brink of the
twentieth century. Seidenberg proved it in the analytic case and Dumortier did it
for C∞ vector fields with a 	Lojasiewicz condition. A quantitative version of the
desingularization theorem, which estimates the number of necessary blow-ups, was
obtained by Kleban [K3].

This theorem reduces consideration of an individual vector field, occurring in a
generic finite-parameter family, with equilibria without restriction to an individual
vector field with only elementary equilibria.

However, in order to extend an estimate on cyclicity of elementary polycycles
(5) to an estimate on cyclicity of a generic nonelementary polycycle (LHAP) one
needs the desingularization theorem for families of generic C∞ vector fields. Differ-
ent approaches to attack this problem were proposed by Denkowska and Roussarie
[DR] and by Trifonov [T4].

An approach proposed by Trifonov leads to the dynamical phenomenon called
Singular Perturbation (SP): in the simplest case one needs to analyze families of
vector fields on the plane which for some values of the parameters have a curve of
equilibria. Certainly a generic finite-parameter family of vector fields has no curve
of equilibria; however, after even one step of blow-up such a curve can occur [T4].
Appearance of curves of equilibria after a desingularization in a family now seems
to be the main obstacle standing between an estimate on cyclicity of elementary
polycycles (5) and the local Hilbert –Arnol′d problem (see [T4,IY2,R2] for more).

1.2. Bifurcation of spatial polycycles and multiplicity of generic
germs. In this part we present by-product results of the Main Theorem. The
first result is an extension of the Main Theorem on the estimate of cyclicity of a
planar elementary polycycle to an estimate on cyclicity of a spatial quasielementary
polycycle (see Section 1.2.1). The second result gives an estimate on cyclicity of
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generic germs of smooth mappings which is a partial answer to Arnol′d’s question
[A] (see Section 1.2.4).

1.2.1. Bifurcation of spatial polycycles. The definition of a polycycle in the
multidimensional case is the same as in the planar case (see Definition 1). When
Ilyashenko and Yakovenko proved the Finiteness of Cyclicity for elementary poly-
cycles, Arnol′d posed the question: What can be said about bifurcations of spatial
polycycles?

Another sufficient reason to look at this problem is because the planar argument
(the Poincaré –Bendixson theorem) implies that a collection of an infinite number of
limit cycles of uniformly bounded length, located in a bounded domain, accumulates
to a limit cycle. Indeed, consider a vector field ẋ = v(x) of finite codimension in R3

(dimension 3 can be replaced by any N > 2 anywhere in this section), i.e., a vector
field which occurs in a generic C∞ finite-parameter family. Then v(x) has only
isolated singular points. Fix a positive number L and assume that in a compact
region of the phase space there is an infinite number of phase curves of length less
than L corresponding to limit cycles of v(x). Then a subset of these limit cycles
must accumulate to a separatrix polygon (polycycle).

Bifurcation properties of spatial polycycles are much richer then those of planar
polycycles. The first important 3-dimensional feature is the existence of limit cycles
that wind several times around a polycycle. This happens because a Poincaré return
map is a 2-dimensional map and it might have not only fixed points, but also
periodic points of higher periods as well. We call a periodic trajectory that “turns”
around a whole polycycle exactly m times before closing up an m-cycle. Such a
trajectory corresponds to a periodic point of a corresponding Poincaré return map
of minimal period m. On the plane, for topological reasons, only 1-cycles exist.
The definition of cyclicity requires some additional care.

Consider an n-parameter family of flows {ẋ = v(x, ε)}ε∈Bn in R3. Let γ ⊂
R3 be a polycycle of the field ẋ = v(x, ε∗) for some ε∗ ∈ Bn. Then γ can be
represented as a union of a finite number of equilibrium points {pj}j∈J and phase
curves {γj}j∈J connecting them. A tube neighborhood Tγ of the polycycle γ is a
union of neighborhoods of equilibria {pj}j∈J and tube neighborhoods {Tj}j∈J of
phase curves {γj}j∈J .

Definition 6. Let m ∈ Z+. Then m-cyclicity of the polycycle γ in the family
{ẋ = v(x, ε)}ε∈Bn , denoted by µ(m, γ), is the minimal number µ(m, γ) for which
there is a tube neighborhood Tγ of the polycycle γ ⊂ Tγ ⊂ R3, a neighborhood
V of the parameter ε∗ ∈ V ⊂ Bn and for each j ∈ J a Poincaré section Lγ,j (a
hyperplane) transversal to the corresponding γj such that the following condition
holds:

(1) for any parameter ε ∈ V the corresponding vector field ẋ = v(x, ε) has at
most µ(m, γ) limit cycles in Tγ ;

(2) Each of these limit cycles li(ε) intersects each Poincaré section Lγ,j in
exactly m different points;

(3) In the sense of the Hausdorff metric for each j ∈ J the distance between
each part of lj(ε) which lies between two consecutive intersections of Lγ,j

and the polycycle γ tends to 0 as ε tends to 0.

Now we discuss a classical example of a polycycle which has infinite m-cyclicity
for any m ≥ 1.
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1.2.2. The Shil ′nikov polycycle. Consider a flow φt in R3 with a hyperbolic
equilibrium point O that has one positive eigenvalue λ and two complex conju-
gates µ ± ωi with negative real part. Suppose that the sum of λ + µ is positive,
and the unstable one-dimensional manifold returns to the stable one, which is two-
dimensional. Thus, the equilibrium O has a homoclinic orbit that tends back to
O along the unstable manifold as t → −∞, and spirals around O on the stable
manifold as t → +∞. In 1965 Shil′nikov [S3] discovered that the Poincaré map
along this polycycle has a countable number of pairwise disjoint subdomains so that
a restriction to any of them gives a Smale horseshoe. Any such horseshoe is struc-
turally stable, therefore, the polycycle described above (the Shil′nikov polycycle)
has infinite m-cyclicity for all m ∈ Z+ (see, e.g., [GH, IL]). The codimension of
this polycycle is 1.

However, it seems reasonable to state the following

Conjecture 1 (Arnol′d – Ilyashenko – Yakovenko). If a spatial polycycle γ ∈
R3 has finite codimension k and all its equilibrium points are saddles with real eigen-
values or saddlenodes with at most one zero eigenvalue and the other eigenvalues
are real, then the m-cyclicity of γ, denoted C(m, γ), is finite for each m ∈ Z+.

Using the ideas and methods for the planar problem and a result of Grigoriev –
Yakovenko [GY], the Arnol′d – Ilyashenko – Yakovenko’s conjecture has been solved
in arbitrary dimension N > 2 with additional nondegeneracy assumptions on the
polycycle’s equilibria.

1.2.3. An estimate of the cyclicity of a quasielementary spatial polycycle. In
the planar case we considered polycycles with elementary equilibria only, now we
define a class of points called quasielementary equilibria. The author has shown
that polycycles with only quasielementary equilibria, have finite m-cyclicity for any
m ≥ 1. Moreover, there exists an explicit upper bound for m-cyclicity.

Recall some standard definitions from normal form theory.

Definition 7. The set of complex numbers λ1, . . . , λN ∈ C is called:
(a) nonresonant if there is no integral relation among the numbers λj of the

form λj =
∑N

i=1 kiλi, where ki ∈ Z+ for i = 1, . . . , n and
∑N

i=1 ki ≥ 2.

Σ

O

Figure 2. The Shil′nikov polycycle
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(b) strongly simply resonant if all the nontrivial resonance relations λj =∑N
i=1 kiλi, where ki ∈ Z+, i = 1, . . . , n and

∑N
i=1 ki ≥ 2, follow from a

single one
∑N

i=1 k∗
i λi = 0, where k∗

i ∈ Z+.

Definition 8. We shall call an equilibrium point of a differential equation
quasielementary if the linearization matrix of the equation at this point has only
real eigenvalues, at most one of them is zero, and they satisfy one of the following
conditions:

(1) they are nonresonant, and we call such an equilibrium a nonresonant
saddle;

(2) they form a strongly simply resonant set of numbers— a strongly simply
resonant saddle;

(3) one eigenvalue is zero with 	Lojasiewicz exponent 2 (see (6)) and the others
form a nonresonant set.

A polycycle is called quasielementary if all its vertices are quasielementary.

Note that the class of quasielementary points in the case of the plane (N =
2) coincides with the class of elementary points, except for the multiplicity two
condition for saddlenodes. In a sense, Theorem 1 below is a generalization of
Theorem 5 of Section 2.2 below.

Definition 9. The quasielementary bifurcation number QE(N, n, m) is the
maximal m-cyclicity of a quasielementary polycycle occurring in a generic n-pa-
rameter family of vector fields in RN .

Theorem 1 ([K8]). For any positive integer N (dimension of the phase space),
n (number of parameters), m (number of turns around a polycycle), and T = 6Nnm
we have

QE(N, n, m) ≤ 2T 2
.

In the next section we describe another by-product of the Main Theorem.
1.2.4. Geometric multiplicity of germs of generic maps. Let F : Rn → Rn be a

generic Ck smooth map, k ≥ n + 1. Fix a point a ∈ Rn and denote F (a) by b.

Definition 10. The geometric multiplicity of a map germ F : (Rn, a)→ (Rn, b)
at a, denoted by µG

a = µG
a (F ), is the maximal number of isolated preimages F−1

(
b̃
)

close to a:

(8) µG
a (F ) = lim sup

r→0
sup
b̃∈Rn

#{x ∈ Br(a) : F (x) = b̃}.

For example, the geometric multiplicity of the function f : x → x2 at 0 is
two, but the geometric multiplicity of f : x → x3 at 0 is one, even though 0 is a
degenerate point of second order.

In the complex case the geometric multiplicity equals the usual multiplicity
(see, e.g., [AGV]). In the real case the first is no greater than the second.

Definition 11. Define the geometric multiplicity of n-dimensional germs,
µG(n), as follows. Let F : Rn → Rn be a generic map. The geometric multi-
plicity of F equals the least upper bound of the geometric multiplicities of µG

a (F )
taken over all points a ∈ Rn. Then the geometric multiplicity of n-dimensional
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germs is the maximum of the geometric multiplicities of all generic maps F from
Rn to Rn

(9) µG(n) = sup
F -generic

a∈R
n

µG
a (F ).

It turns out that the geometric multiplicity of n-dimensional germs is finite for all
positive integers n and depends only on the dimension n.

Remark 1. For example, for n = 2 the Whitney theorem about maps of
surfaces states that a generic C2 map of two-dimensional manifolds F : M2 → N2

can have only three different types of germs: one-to-one, a fold, and a pleat (see,
e.g., [AGV]). This implies that µG(2) = 3.

A natural problem posed by Arnol′d [A] is to give estimates for the geometric
multiplicity µG(n) of n-dimensional germs.

In the case of complex analytic maps of Cn into Cn Gabrielov and Khovanskĭı
[GAK, Theorem 7] obtained an estimate on µG(n) of the type: µG(n) ≤ nn.
The upper bound for the geometric multiplicity for n-dimensional smooth germs of
generic maps is given by

Theorem 2 ([K6]). The geometric multiplicity of germs of a generic Ck

smooth map F : Rn → Rn, k > n admits the following upper estimate:

(10) µG
a (F ) ≤ 2n(n−1)/2+1nn, ∀a ∈ Rn.

Using the same method one can prove

Theorem 3 ([K6]). Let F : Rn → RN be a generic Ck smooth map with k >
n, N ≥ n and P : RN → Rn be a polynomial of degree d. Then the geometric
multiplicity of germs of a chain map P ◦ F : Rn → Rn admits the following upper
estimate:

(11) µG
a (P ◦ F ) ≤ 2n(n−1)/2+1(dn)n, ∀a ∈ Rn.

An interesting feature of this theorem is that the geometric multiplicity does
not depend on the dimension N of the intermediate space.

The problem of an upper estimate of geometric multiplicity of germs of generic
smooth maps F : (Rn, 0)→ (Rn, 0) or chain maps P ◦F : (Rn, 0)→ (Rn, 0) is closely
related to the problem of estimating the cyclicity of elementary polycycles as the
reader will see below.

All the results (the Main Theorem, Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and Theorem 3)
were announced in [K6].

1.3. Three stages of the proof of the Main Theorem and outline of the
content of the lectures. The Main Theorem is a quantitative extension of the
Ilyashenko – Yakovenko finiteness theorem. The paper of Ilyashenko – Yakovenko
[IY2] was a cornerstone for the present paper. In [IY2] the authors made an
important step: they found a route from bifurcation theory to singularity theory
using the Khovanskĭı reduction method [K1]. In [K6] we follow this route at the
beginning and using some new ideas get an estimate for the cyclicity of elementary
polycycles. Below we outline the main steps of the proof of the Main Theorem and
describe the contents of the coming sections.

The proof of the Main Theorem consists of three steps. The relation to the
proof of the finiteness theorem [IY2] is discussed in Section 1.3.2.
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Step 1. Normal forms for local families of vector fields and their integration.
We use normal forms to establish an explicit form for the Poincaré correspondence
map near equilibrium points on the polycycle under consideration. In [MR] and
later in [IY2] it is noticed that these maps satisfy Pfaffian (polynomial differential)
equations with the coefficients of polynomials depending smoothly on the parame-
ters of the family. As a result a basic system of equations, determining the number
of limit cycles, is obtained.

Step 2. The Khovanskĭı reduction method. We discuss a variation of the Kho-
vanskĭı method [K2]. This method allows us to investigate systems of equations
that involve functions satisfying Pfaffian equations. It turns out that the number
of solutions of the basic system can be estimated by the number of solutions of a
mixed functional-Pfaffian system. After an application of the Khovanskĭı method
to the mixed functional-Pfaffian system we obtain several chain maps : the maps of
the form

(12) x �→ (P1, . . . , Pn) ◦
(
x, f(x), f ′(x), . . . , f (n)(x)

)
,

where x is a point near 0 ∈ Rn, f is a generic function, f (k)(x) is the collection of
all derivatives of f of order k, and P = (P1, . . . , Pn) is a vector-polynomial given
by its coordinate functions of known degree.

It turns out that the problem of estimating the number of limit cycles reduces
to estimating the number of small regular preimages of some special points of the
chain map. Special points form an open cone-like semialgebraic set K approaching
0 in the image, e.g., if K ⊂ R2, then K = {(x1, x2) : 0 < x2 < xm

1 } for some
m ∈ Z+.

Denote by F the map F : x �→
(
x, f(x), f ′(x), . . . , f (n)(x)

)
which is called the

nth jet of f . Denote by LF the linearization of F at the point x = 0.
Lecture 2 highlights Step 1 and in a simple nontrivial case.
Step 3. Bézout’s theorem for the Chain maps. We shall construct an algebraic

set Σ in the image of F (in the space of n-jets) so that if F is transversal to Σ, then
the number of preimages of any point a from a set of special points K is the same
for F and its linearization LF at zero:

(13) #{x : P ◦ F (x) = a} = #{x : P ◦ LF (x) = a} ≤
k∏

j=1

deg Pj .

Since LF is a linear map, one can apply Bézout’s theorem to estimate the right-hand
part of the equality. This observation completes the proof of the Main Theorem.

In order to prove existence of such a set Σ we need to apply stratification theory
originating in works of Whitney [W2], Thom [T2], and Mather [M2]. More exactly,
we need to prove the existence of the so-called aP -stratification introduced by Thom
in some special case [K6]. Lecture 3 presents necessary notions from stratification
theory and states the required result on existence of an aP -stratification.

1.3.1. Multichain maps and bifurcation of spatial polycycles. In order to get an
estimate on cyclicity of spatial polycycles in Theorem 1 we face the problem of
estimating the geometric multiplicity of multichain maps of the form

(14) P ◦ (F, F ) : Bn ×Bn → R2n,

where Bn ⊂ Rn is a unit ball, F : Bn → RN is a generic map and P : R2N → R2n is
a vector-polynomial of known degree. The appearance of this problem is described
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DD2(Bn, RN )

π2

��
Bn ×Bn

D2(F )
�������������� (F,F ) �� R2N

Figure 3. Polynomial blow-up of the multijet space

with many more details in Lecture 4. It is no longer possible to treat the 2-tuple
map

(15) (F, F ) : Bn ×Bn → RN × RN

as a generic map.
Step 4. Blow-up along the diagonal in the multijet space. Grigoriev and Yako-

venko [GY] constructed a so-called space of divided differences or DD2-space and
the commutative diagram of Figure 3 where D2(F ) : Bn × Bn → DD2(Bn, RN ) is
a smooth map, π2 : DD2(Bn, RN ) → R2N is an explicitly computable polynomial
and

(16) π2 ◦ D2(F ) = (F, F ) : Bn ×Bn → R2N .

It turns out that one can treat D2(F ) as a generic map for a generic F and im-
pose various transversality conditions. Therefore, we can represent the multichain
map P ◦ (F, F ), given by (14), in the form

(17) P ◦ (F, F ) = (P ◦ π2) ◦ D2(F ),

where P ◦π2 is a polynomial since π2 is a polynomial, and D2(F ) is a smooth map.
Moreover, it turns out that D2(F ) is generic for a generic F . Now we can apply
Bézout’s theorem to the chain map (P ◦ π2) ◦ D2(F ). In Lecture 4 we describe
this construction with details and in greater generality and exhibit application of
this construction to an old problem on the rate of growth of the number of periodic
points for generic diffeomorphisms in smooth dynamic systems (see, e.g., [AM,S4]).

1.3.2. Relation of the proof of the Main Theorem and the Ilyashenko –Yako-
venko finiteness theorem [IY2]. Steps 1 of both proofs [IY2] and [K6] are the same.
We shall just present the table of required normal forms from [IY2], which were
obtained in [IY1]. Step 2 in this proof is slightly different from the one in [IY2] and
this is the first novel point. After application of the Khovanskĭı method we obtain
the same collection of chain maps of the form (12) as in [IY2]. However, in [IY2]
the authors investigate the number of regular preimages of points in the image by
the chain maps without any restriction on those points. In the present proof, using
new additional arguments in the Khovanskĭı method, we reduce consideration to
only preimages of special points, i.e., points from a tiny cone-like set in the image.
At this point our proof continues on independently. The proof from [K6] can
be considered as an independent simplified proof of the Ilyashenko – Yakovenko’s
finiteness theorem modulo the derivation of a mixed functional-Pfaffian system.
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2. Normal forms and the Khovanskĭı method

We explain the proof of the Main Theorem in the simplest nontrivial case n = 2.
Consider a generic 2-parameter C∞ family of vector fields {ẋ = v(x, ε)}ε∈B2 and
suppose that for ε = 0 the vector field ẋ = v(x, 0) has a polycycle γ which consists of
two saddles p1, p2 and two separatrices γ1, γ2 connecting them. Consider a segment
Σ transversal to, say, γ1 and denote by ∆: Σ ⊃ U → Σ the Poincaré return map,
which is defined on some open set U in Σ. In order to estimate the number of limit
cycles bifurcating from the polycycle γ we need to estimate the number of isolated
fixed points #{x ∈ U : ∆(x) = x}.

Using the standard approach we decompose the Poincaré map ∆ into a compo-
sition of four maps: two local ∆1 and ∆2 in neighborhoods of equilibria p1 and p2

respectively and two semilocal f1 and f2 along connecting separatrices γ1 and γ2

respectively to be defined precisely below (see Figure 4). After that we replace the
equation ∆(x) = x by the system of equations corresponding to ∆ ≡ ∆2◦f2◦∆1◦f1.
To understand properties of local maps ∆i, i = 1, 2 we use normal form theory.

Σ+
2

Σ+
2

Σ+
1

Σ−
1

Σ−
2

Σ−
2

p2p1

∆1
∆2

∆2

f1

f2

Figure 4. Construction of “entrance” and “exit” transversals
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We say that a finite parameter family of vector fields is generic if generic finite
parameter families form a dense set and pass through every point. It is essential
that generic families pass through every point. This is somewhat similar to the
notion of prevalence [K1].

2.1. Normal forms and a basic system determining the number of
limit cycles.

2.1.1. Polynomial normal forms of local families and Pfaffian Poincaré return
maps. It turns out that in a small neighborhood of an elementary equilibrium point
there exist finitely differentiable normal coordinates (in the Cartesian product of the
phase space and the parameter space), the so-called normal form of an equilibrium
point. The list of finitely differentiable normal forms was obtained in [IY1]. The
main feature of the list: all normal forms are polynomial and integrable. The smaller
the neighborhood of a normal form, the higher is its smoothness. So smoothness
can be chosen arbitrary large. All normal forms are summarized in Table 1 below.

In a small neighborhood of an elementary equilibrium point one can choose
two small segments, say Σ− and Σ+, transversal to the vector field for the critical
value of the parameter and explicitly calculate the Poincaré (correspondence) map
which maps a point from one segment, say Σ−, along the corresponding phase curve
to a point from the other segment Σ+ (see Figure 4). For an appropriate choice
of segments Σ−, Σ+ and coordinate functions x, y in Σ−, Σ+ respectively, and a
smooth function λ(ε) in the original parameter ε of the family, the Poincaré return
map ∆ε : x → y, ε ∈ Rk, can be explicitly computed. Moreover, there is a Pfaffian
equation with 1-form ω of the form

(18) P
(
x, y, λ(ε)

)
dx + Q

(
x, y, λ(ε)

)
dy = 0

vanishing on the graph of y = ∆ε(x), where P
(
x, y, λ(ε)

)
and Q

(
x, y, λ(ε)

)
are

polynomials in x and y. This was first noticed by Moussu – Roche [MR].

Example 1. Consider a nonresonant saddle on the plane in a family of C∞

vector fields. There is a normal form which after an appropriate rescaling is given
by the equation

(19)

{
ẋ = λ1(ε)x
ẏ = −λ2(ε)y,

where λ1(ε) and λ2(ε) are smooth functions and two transversal “exit”-“entrance”
sections are Σ− = {y = 1}, Σ+ = {x = 1}.

Then for λ(ε) = λ1(ε)/λ2(ε) the function u(t) = x(t)yλ(ε)(t) is a first integral.
Therefore, if a trajectory starts form

(
x(0), y(0)

)
∈ Σ− and ends at

(
x(t∗), y(t∗)

)
∈

Σ+ (see Figure 5, Sµ-case), then yλ(ε)(t∗) = x(0) or in the induced on Σ− and
Σ+ coordinates from R2 we have yλ(ε) = x. It is easy to see that the 1-form
ω = x dy + λ(ε)y dx vanishes on the graph yλ(ε) = x. All necessary information
about normal forms, Poincaré correspondence maps, and corresponding Pfaffian
forms is in the Table 1 below. For completeness let’s give the necessary definitions
from the theory of normal forms.

2.1.2. Definitions and a collection of normal forms. A local family of planar
vector fields is the germ of a map,

v : (R2, 0)× (Rk, 0) → (R2, 0), (x, y, ε) �→ v(x, y, ε).
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Table 1. Unfolding of elementary equilibrium points on the plane

Type Normal forms
Poincaré

correspondence
maps

Pfaffian equations

S0
ẋ = x, ẏ = −λy,

λ = λ0 ∈ R1
y = xλ,

x > 0, y > 0 x dy − λy dx = 0

Sµ

ẋ = x
(
n/m + Pµ(u, λ)

)
,

ẏ = −y,
u = u(x, y) = xmyn,

Pµ(u, λ)=±uµ(1+λµuµ)+
Wµ−1(u, λ),

0 = m log y +∫ yn

xm du/uPµ(u, λ),
x > 0, y > 0,

λ = (λ1, . . . , λµ)

yPµ(yn, λ) dx−(
n/m+Pµ(yn, λ)

)
×

xPµ(xm, λ) dy = 0

Dc
µ

ẋ = Qµ(x, λ),
ẏ = −y,

Qµ(x, λ)=±xµ+1(1+λµxµ)+

y = C(λ)x,
C =

∫ 1

−1
du/Qµ(u, λ),

x, y ∈ R1

x dy − y dx = 0

Dh
µ

Wµ−1(x, λ),
λ = (λ1, . . . , λµ)

0 = log y +∫ 1

x
du/Qµ(u, λ),

y > 0, x ∈ R1

Qµ(x, λ) dy −
y dx = 0

In the first column we use the following notation for elementary equilibria (the subscript
indicates the degree of degeneracy):

S0 —Nonresonant saddle;
Sµ —Resonant saddle whose quotient equation (the differential equation for
u = xmyn below) has the singular point of multiplicity µ + 1 at the origin,
µ ≥ 1; if we want to specify explicitly the resonance between the eigenvalues,

we use the extended notation S
(n:m)
µ assuming that the natural numbers m, n

are mutually prime;
Dµ —Degenerate saddlenode of multiplicity µ;
Wµ−1(z, λ) = λ0 + λ1z + · · · + λµ−1z

µ−1 is a Weierstrass polynomial of degree
µ − 1.

For different technical remarks concerning this table see [IY2, §1.1]. We just briefly
describe each column.
The second column has the corresponding normal forms. In the third column of the table
the Poincaré correspondence maps y = ∆(x, λ) for the polynomial normal forms are given.
They are implicitly defined by the equations relating x to y, these equations depending
explicitly on the parameters λ and thus implicitly on the original parameters ε. The choice
of segments transversal to the phase curves of the family is described in Figure 4. The
last column has Pfaffian equations vanishing on the graphs of the corresponding Poincaré
maps.

A Cr-smooth conjugacy between two local families v and w of the above form is a
map

H : (R2, 0)× (Rk, 0) → (R2, 0), (x, y, ε) �→ H(x, y, ε),

such that
H∗v(x, y, ε) = w(H(x, y, ε), ε),

where H∗ stands for the Jacobian matrix with respect to the variables x, y. (this
definition does not yet allow for reparametrization of a local family). Two families
are finitely differentiably equivalent if for any r < ∞ there exists a Cr-conjugacy
between them. The two families v, w are orbitally equivalent if there exists the
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(1,x   )(−1,x   )  +
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(y = ∆(x, λ), 1)

(y = ∆(x, λ), 1)
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y = 1

y = 1

y = 1

x = 1

x = 1

y = −1

(x, 1)

(x, 1)

Figure 5. Poincaré correspondence maps

germ of a nonvanishing function φ : (R2, 0)× (Rk, 0)→ R1 such that v is equivalent
to φ ◦ w.

To allow for a reparametrization of local families, we say that a family v(·, ε) is
induced from another family w(·, λ), λ ∈ (Rm, 0), if v(·, ε) = w

(
·, λ(ε)

)
, where λ(ε)

is the germ of a smooth map (Rk, 0)→ (Rm, 0). The number of new parameters m
may be different from k.

Assume that the family w(·, λ) is global (i.e., the expression w(x, y, λ) makes
sense for all (x, y, λ) ∈ Rm+2); this happens in particular when w is polynomial
in all its arguments. Restricting the parameters λ onto a small neighborhood of a
certain point (0, 0, c) ∈ R2 × Rm, we obtain a localization of the global family w,
which formally becomes a local family after the parallel translation λ �→ λ− c.

Definition 12. (1) A local family v = v(·, λ) is finitely smooth orbital
versal unfolding (in short, versal unfolding) of the germ v(·, 0) if any
other local family unfolding this germ is finitely differentiable orbitally
equivalent to a family induced from v.

(2) A polynomial family w(·, λ), λ ∈ Rm, is a global finitely smooth orbital
versal unfolding (in short, global versal unfolding) for a certain class of
local families of vector fields if any local family from this class is finitely
differentiable orbitally equivalent to a local family induced from some
localization of w.

To investigate a versal unfolding means to investigate at the same time all
smooth local finite-parameter families which unfold the same germ v(·, 0). The
main result describing versal unfoldings of germs of elementary singularities on the
plane is given by the following

Theorem 4 ([IY1]). Suppose that a generic finite-parameter family of smooth
vector fields on the plane possesses an elementary singular point for a certain value
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of the parameters. If this point has at least one hyperbolic sector, than the family is
finitely differentiable orbitally equivalent to a family induced from some localization
of one of the families given in the second column of Table 1.

2.1.3. Singular-regular systems determining the number of limit cycles. Re-
call that for simplicity we consider a 2-parameter family of vector fields {ẋ =
v(x, ε)}ε∈B2 and suppose that for ε = 0 the vector field ẋ = v(x, 0) has a polycycle
γ which consists of two saddles p1, p2 and two separatrices connecting them, γ1, γ2

(see Figure 4). For each saddle {pj}j=1,2 there is a neighborhood {Uj}j=1,2 with
a Cr-normal coordinate charts. Consider transversal segments “entrance” Σ−

j and
“exit” Σ+

j which are parallel to coordinate axis of the normal chart such that the
phase curve γj−1 enters the neighborhood Uj through Σ−

j and the phase curve γj

exists Uj through Σ+
j . The normal coordinates induce coordinates xj and yj on

Σ−
j and Σ+

j respectively. For some parameter values the corresponding vector field
defines the following collection of Poincaré correspondence maps:

(20)
∆j(·, ε) : xj → yj = ∆j(xj , ε), j = 1, 2

fj(·, ε) : yj → xj+1 = fj(yj , ε), j = 1, 2 (mod 2),

where ∆j(·, ε) is a local Poincaré map form the “entrance” segment Σ−
j to the “exit”

segment Σ+
j and fj(·, ε) is a semilocal Poincaré map along the phase curve γj form

the “exit” segment Σ+
j to the “entrance” segment Σ−

j+1.
Now we decompose the monodromy map (the Poincaré first return map) along

the polycycle γ into the chain of the two local singular maps {∆j(·, ε)}j=1,2 and
the semilocal regular maps {fj(·, ε)}j=1,2 of total length 4. Limit cycles correspond
to the fixed points of the monodromy. But instead of writing one equation for the
fixed points of the monodromy we consider a system of 4 equations, which we call
the preliminary basic system:

(21)


y1 = ∆1(x1, ε),
x2 − f1(y1, ε) = 0,

y2 = ∆2(x2, ε),
x1 − f2(y2, ε) = 0.

Recall that xj ’s are Cr-normal coordinates on Σ−
j and yj ’s are Cr-normal coor-

dinates on Σ+
j . Thus the system involves Cr-smooth regular functions fj ’s and the

maps ∆j from the list (modulo reparametrization ε → λ(ε)), that are essentially
singular. The problem now is to estimate the number of small isolated solutions
uniformly over all sufficiently small parameter values.

Suppose for ε = ε∗ the system (21) has the maximal number of isolated solu-
tions. Since each isolated solution of this system corresponds to an isolated solution
of the 1-dimensional Poincaré return map ∆(x1, ε) = x1, one can choose a small
δ1 so that the number of regular (nondegenerate) solutions of ∆(x1, ε) = x1 + δ1

bounds the number of isolated solutions to (21) from above (see Figure 6, cf. [IY2,
Figure 8].)

Recall that a point x ∈ R is nondegenerate or regular for the map ∆ if the
derivative ∆′(x) �= 0 in the 1-dimensional case and x ∈ Rn is a regular point
of a smooth map F : Rn → Rm if the rank of the linearization dF (x) at x is
maximal. Direct calculation shows that a regular solution to ∆(x1, ε) = x1 (resp.
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=
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y = x y = x + δ
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Figure 6. Isolated and regular solutions

∆(x1, ε) = x1 + δ1) corresponds to a regular solution to the system (21) (see [IY2,
Lemma 3.3]).

Moreover, if δ2 is nonzero and much smaller than δ1, then by the implicit
function theorem the number of regular solutions of the system

(22)


y1 = ∆1(x1, ε),
x2 − f1(y1, ε) = δ1,

y2 = ∆2(x2, ε),
x1 − f2(y2, ε) = δ2

is the same as that for ∆(x1, ε) = x1 + δ1. Therefore, it suffices to estimate the
number of small regular solutions to the system (22) provided that 1 # |δ1| #
|δ2| ≥ 0.

2.2. The reduction method of Khovanskĭı.
2.2.1. A mixed singular-regular functional system. The system (22) is not easy

to analyze, because it has the singular functions ∆j . The first key idea of the second
step of the Main Result [MR,IY2] is to replace these singular equations in (22) by
the singular functional-Pfaffian equations which have polynomial differentials of the
form (18). As a result we can obtain the mixed functional singular-regular system
of the following form

(23)


F1(x1, y1, ε) = 0
F1(x, y, ε) = δ1,

F2(x1, y1, ε) = 0,

F2(x, y, ε) = δ2,

dFj(xj , yj , ε) = Pj(xj , yj , ε) dxj + Qj(xj , yj , ε) dyj ,

Fj(x, y, ε) = xj+1 − fj(yj , ε), X = (x1, y1, x2, y2) ∈ (R4, 0), ε ∈ (R2, 0),

where Fj are functions such that their differentials are polynomial 1-forms of the
type from column 4 of Table 1 and 1 # |δ1| # |δ2| ≥ 0. In order to simplify
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considerations we replaced the eigenfunctions λj(ε) (see (19)) by ε. What we are
interested in is the upper estimate for the number of small regular solutions to (23),
uniform over all parameters and all sufficiently small values of δ’s with 1# |δ1| #
|δ2| ≥ 0.

2.2.2. Reduction of the mixed functional system (23) to chain maps P ◦F . Let
F = (F1, F2) : R4 → R2 be a smooth map formed by functions F1 and F2. Denote
by Jm(R4, R2) the space of k-jets of maps of R4 to R2. Fix coordinates in the source
X = (x1, . . . , x4) and the target (δ1, δ2). Then the space Jm(R4, R2) consists of
coordinates in the source, the target, and all partial derivatives of F of order at
most k

(24)
{

(x1, . . . , x4);
(
F1(X), F2(X)

)
;(

∂αFi

∂α1x1 · · · ∂α4x4
, ∀i = 1, 2, αj ≥ 0, such that

4∑
j=1

αj ≤ m

)}
.

We shall call these coordinates on the m-jet space Jm(R4, R2) the natural coordi-
nates. With this coordinate system the space of m-jets has a natural linear struc-
ture. We also denote by jmF the mth jet of the map F . Denote also by Br(0) ⊂ R4

the r-ball centered at the origin. We call a polynomial map P : RN → Rn nontrivial
if the image P (RN ) has nonempty interior in Rn.

Our goal now is to realize Step 2 of our program outlined in Section 1.3, i.e.,
estimate the small number of solutions to (23) via geometric multiplicity of the
chain maps (12) or prove the following

Theorem 5 (cf. [K6, Theorem 10)]). Suppose that the degrees of polynomial
1-forms from (23) are bounded by some d ∈ Z+. Then for a sufficiently small r > 0
there exists a set of 3 (= the number of singular equations+1) explicitly computable
nontrivial polynomials P k = (P k

1 , . . . , P k
2 ) : J2(R4, R2)→ R2, k = 0, 1, 2 defined on

the space of 2-jets J2(R4, R2) such that for a generic C3 smooth3 map F : R4 → R2

the number of regular solutions to the system (23) inside the ball Br(0) is bounded
by the number of small regular solutions

(25) #{X ∈ Br(0) : (F1, F2)(X) = (δ1, δ2), (P 0
1 , P 0

2 ) ◦ j2F (X) = (δ3, δ4)}

+
1
2

∑
k=1,2

#{X∈Br(0) : (F1, F2)(X) = (δ1, δ2), (P k
1 , P k

2 )◦j2F (X) = (δ3, δ4)},

where 1 # |δ1| # · · · # |δ4| ≥ 0 decrease to zero sufficiently fast. The degrees of
the polynomials satisfy the inequalities deg P k

i ≤ 2i(d + 1) for all k and i.

Remark 2. We cannot find a direct reference in the book of Khovanskĭı [K2],
but this theorem is in the spirit of the results about perturbations discussed in
Section 5.2 of this book. In fact this theorem is due to Khovanskĭı.

2.2.3. An application of Khovanskĭı’s method to the system (23) or a proof of
Theorem 5. The method is based on the following version of Rolle’s lemma

Lemma 1. Consider C2 functions f : S1 → R1 on the circle and g : [0, 1]→ R1

on the segment, with a finite number of critical points. Then for any a ∈ R and

3Required smoothness 3 = the number of singular equations + 1
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any sufficiently small δ > 0

(26)
#{x : f(x) = a} ≤ #{x : f ′(x) = δ}
#{x : g(x) = a} ≤ #{x : g′(x) = δ}+ 1.

Proof. One proves first the formula for δ = 0 using the fact that between any
two consecutive preimages there is a point where the derivative is zero. Then one
uses the nondegeneracy of critical points. �

Now using this lemma we shall prove Theorem 5.

Proof of Theorem 5. Denote by ρr(x) = r−
∑

j x2
j the function which mea-

sures distance to the boundary of the r-ball Br(0) and vanishes on the boundary
∂Br(0). Recall that r is sufficiently small.

Denote by G1 : R4→R3 the map defined by the coordinate functions (F2, F1, F2).
Then the system (23) under investigation becomes the map (F1, G1) : R4 → R4,
given by its coordinate functions. In terms of this map we need to estimate the
number of small preimages of points of the form

#{(F1, G1)−1(0, 0, δ1, δ2) ∩Br(0)},
where 1# |δ1| # |δ2| ≥ 0.

Let’s estimate the number of small preimages of a point

(27) #{(F1, G1)−1(a1, a2, δ1, δ2) ∩Br(0)},
where 1# |δ1| # |δ2| ≥ 0 and a1, a2 are arbitrary. Since there is no restriction on
a1, a2 the number of solutions may only increase.

Step 1. Eliminate one singular equation, say, F1 = 0 and replace it by two
chain-type equations {P i

1 ◦ j1F}i=0,1 so that for a sufficiently small |δ2| # |δ3| ≥ 0
the number of small regular preimages

(28) #
{(

G1, P
i
1 ◦ j1F (X)

)−1(a2, δ1, δ2, δ3) ∩Br(0)
}

i=0,1

is at least the number of small regular preimages of (27) for any a1, i.e.,

(29) #{X ∈ Br(0) : (F1, G1)(X) = (a1, a2, δ1, δ2)}
≤ #{X ∈ Br(0) : (G1, P

0
1 ◦ j1F )(X) = (a2, δ1, δ2, δ3)}

+ 1
2#{X ∈ Br(0) : (G1, ρr)(X) = (a2, δ1, δ2, δ3)}

Consider a regular value (a2, δ1, δ2) ∈ R3 of the map G1. By the rank theorem
[GG] the level set L(a2,δ1,δ2) = G−1

1 (a2, δ1, δ2) ∩ Br(0) ⊂ Br(0) is a smooth 1-
dimensional manifold in the r-ball. It consists of a finite number of connected parts
either compact— topological circles, denoted by {Si}i∈I(a2,δ1,δ2), or noncompact —
curves {Lj}j∈J(a2,δ1,δ2) reaching the boundary ∂Br(0). It is easy to see that

(30) #{X ∈ Br(0) : (F1, G1)(X) = (a1, a2, δ1, δ2)}

=
∑

i∈I(a2,δ1,δ2)

#{X ∈ Si : F1(X) = a1}+
∑

j∈J(a2,δ1,δ2)

#{X ∈ Lj : F1(X) = a1}.

Let us estimate the first sum on the right-hand side. Fix a circle, say, S1.
Restrict the function F1 to S1 and denote the result by f1 = F1|S1 : S1 → R (see
Figure 7). We get a function f1 on the circle. Notice that the condition f ′

1(X) = 0
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Figure 7. Application of Rolle’s lemma

is equivalent to the condition that the Jacobian of the map (F1, G1), denoted by
JF1,G1(X), is zero.

(31) f ′
1(X) = 0 ⇐⇒ JF1,G1(X) = 0

Recall now that the differentials dFj(X) = Pj dxj +Qj dyj , j = 1, 2 are polynomial,
therefore, we have

JF1,G1(X) = ∗
(
dF1(X) ∧ dF2(X) ∧ dF1(X) ∧ dF2(X)

)
= det

(
∇F1(X),∇F2(X),∇F1(X),∇F2(X)

)
= P 0

1 ◦ j1F (X).

(32)

where ∗ is a natural isomorphism between the space of functions on R4 and 4-forms
and ∇F (X) is the gradient vector of a function F : R4 → R. Since deg Pj , deg Qj ≤
d, the degree of P 0

1 is bounded by 2(d + 1).
Now we can apply Rolle’s Lemma 1 with f = f1 and get that for any a1 and a

sufficiently small δ3 �= 0

(33)
∑

i

#{X ∈ Si : F1(X) = a1} ≤
∑

i

#{X ∈ Si : JF1,G1(X) = δ3}.

The second sum can be estimated in almost the same way. Instead of using
Lemma 1 with f = fi we need to use Lemma 1 with g = gj = F1|Lj

: [0, 1] → R

(see Figure 7). Denote the number of components reaching the boundary |J | by k.
Then

(34)
k∑

j=1

#{X ∈ Lj : F1(X) = a1} ≤
k∑

j=1

#{X ∈ Lj : JF1,G1(X) = δ3}+ k

In order to find the number of components reaching the boundary notice that
each such component intersects the sphere ρ−1

r (δ3) for δ3 > 0 in at least two points.
So P 1

1 ◦ j1F (X) = ρr(X) and the second term in inequality (29) corresponds to
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the number of noncompact components (the boundary term). This completes the
proof of Step 1 or proves (29).

For i = 0, 1 denote by Gi
2 : R4 → R3 the maps defined by their coordinate

functions (F1, F2, P
i
1 ◦ j1F ). Let’s fix i = 0 or 1.

Step 2. Eliminate the second singular equation F2 = 0 and replace it by two
chain-type equations {P i

2 ◦j2F}i=0,1,2 so that for a sufficiently small 0 ≤ |δ4| ! |δ3|
the number of small regular preimages {(F2, G

i
2)

−1(a2, δ1, δ2, δ3)}i=0,1 is at least
the number of small regular preimages (Gi

2, P
i
2 ◦ j2F )−1(δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4) for any a2,

i.e.,

(35) #{X ∈ Br(0) : (F2, G
i
2)(X) = (a2, δ1, δ2, δ3)}

≤ #{X ∈ Br(0) : (Gi
2, P

i
2 ◦ j2F )(X) = (δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4)}

+ 1
2#{X ∈ Br(0) : (G1, ρr)(X) = (δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4)}

The proof of this inequality is very similar to the proof of Step 1. We reproduce
a shortened version of it in order to show why the condition |δ4| ! |δ3| is necessary
for the Khovanskĭı method to work.

Let’s choose a regular value (δ1, δ2, δ3) for the map Gi
2 and consider the level

set L(δ1,δ2,δ3) =
(
Gi

2

)−1 (δ1, δ2, δ3) which by the rank theorem is a smooth 1-
dimensional manifold consisting of a finite number of connected components either
compact— topological circles, denoted by {Si}i∈I(δ1,δ2,δ3), or noncompact— curves
{Lj}j∈J(δ1,δ2,δ3) reaching the boundary ∂Br(0).

Then we restrict F2 to L(δ1,δ2,δ3) and get a finite collection of functions {fi =
F1|Si

: S1 → R}i∈I on circles and {gj = F1|Lj
: [0, 1]→ R}j∈J on the interval [0, 1].

In order to use Rolle’s Lemma 1 we need to compute the condition f ′
i(X) = 0 (resp.

g′j(X) = 0). This is equivalent to the Jacobian JF2,Gi
2
(X) of the map (F2, G

i
2) being

equal to 0

JF2,Gi
2
(X) = ∗

(
dF2(X) ∧ dF1(X) ∧ dF2(X) ∧ d(P i

1 ◦ j1F )(X)
)

= det
(
∇F2(X),∇F1(X),∇F2(X),∇(P i

1 ◦ j1F )(X)
)

= P i
2 ◦ j2F (X).

(36)

Since dF2(X) = P2 dx2+Q2 dy2 and deg P2, deg Q2 ≤ s, the degree of P i
2 is bounded

by 4(s+1). An easy calculation shows that each time we take a Jacobian of a chain-
map P ◦ jkF its degree at most doubles.

Now we would like to apply Rolle’s Lemma 1 with f = fi (resp. g = gj) and
substitute a singular equation F2 by the equation JF2,Gi

2
(X) = δ4. This equa-

tion has to be equivalent to the fact that the derivative f ′(X) (resp. g′(X)) is
small or the covectors ∇F2(X), ∇F1(X), ∇F2(X), and ∇(P i

1 ◦ j1F )(X) have to
be almost linearly dependent. However, the determinant (36) can be almost zero
not because gradient vectors are almost linearly dependent, but because one of the
gradient vectors is small. In order to avoid this problem let’s make the following
remark: for a fixed regular value (δ1, δ2, δ3) the level set L(δ1,δ2,δ3) is a smooth
compact 1-dimensional manifold possibly with boundary and the lengths of the
gradient vectors ∇F1(X),∇F2(X), and ∇(P i

1 ◦ j1F )(X) have to be bounded away
from zero. Knowing how far these lengths are from zero we can choose δ4 of much
smaller size to guarantee almost linear dependence of the gradient vectors. This
proves inequality (35).
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This argument allows one to apply Rolle’s Lemma 1 in the described fashion
inductively in any dimension and eliminate an arbitrary number of singular Pfaffian
equations. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. See [IK,K6] for a more general
treatment. �

2.2.4. Geometric multiplicity of chain maps. Let P : RN → Rn be a nontrivial
vector-polynomial, i.e., the image P (RN ) ⊂ Rn has nonempty interior, let Bn ⊂ Rn

be a unit ball, and F : Bn → RN be a generic sufficiently smooth map with N ≥ n.
We call the composition of a generic smooth map and a nontrivial polynomial

(37) P ◦ F : Bn → Rn

a chain map. More generally, let P : Jn(Bn, RN ) → Rn be a nontrivial vector-
polynomial, defined on the space of m-jets for some m ∈ Z+. Then a chain map
is

(38) P ◦ jmF : Bn → Rn

As a result of the application of Theorem 5 to the system (23) we need to estimate
the number of small regular preimages of a special point of a chain map or its
geometric multiplicity, defined in (8). Actually, application of Theorem 5 gives not
a generic smooth map, but a jet of a generic smooth map. To simplify the discussion
we consider the case of a smooth map (37). The general jet case can be treated
using the same method.

The next two lectures are devoted to a proof of Bézout’s theorem for chain
maps. Recall that Br(0) ⊂ Rn denotes the r-ball centered at the origin.

Theorem 6 (cf. [K6, Theorem 3]). Let P = (P1, . . . , Pn) be a nontrivial poly-
nomial defined on the space of m-jets P : Jm(Bn, RN ) → Rn and let F : Bn → RN

be a Ck smooth mapping, k > m, and N > n. Suppose F satisfies a transversality
condition depending only on P . Then for a sufficiently small r, to find a geometric
multiplicity of the chain map (37) at 0 one can replace jmF by LF,0,m, its linear
part at 0. Namely,

(39) #{X ∈ Br(0) : P1 ◦ jmF (X) = δ1, . . . , Pn ◦ jmF (X) = δn}
= #{X ∈ Br(0) : P1 ◦ LF,0,m(X) = δ1, . . . , Pn ◦ LF,0,m(X) = δn},

where 1 # |δ1| # · · · # |δn| ≥ 0.

Remark 3. By Bézout’s theorem the number of isolated solutions to the equa-
tion in the right-hand side of (39) can be bounded by the product

∏n
i=1 deg Pi.

The classical transversality theorem [AGV] says that for any given transversal-
ity condition, a generic mapping F : Bn → RN satisfies this condition and generic
mappings form an open dense set in the space of smooth mapping of Bn to RN .
Moreover, a mapping F with “probability one” satisfies a previously given transver-
sality condition. For definitions of “probability one” or “prevalence” see [HSY,K1].

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Askold Khovanskĭı whose deep insight
helped me to make a significant simplification of the application of Khovanskĭı’s
method.
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3. Stratifications and Bézout’s theorem for chain maps

In this lecture, first in Section 3.1 we describe a geometric picture behind Bé-
zout’s theorem for chain maps (Theorem 6) formulated at the end of the last lecture.
It turns out that the proof of this theorem reduces to a question about the exis-
tence of a certain, so-called, aP -stratification for the outer part P of the chain
map (38). Then in Section 3.2 we define the necessary notions from stratification
theory, including aP -stratification and discuss the question of existence of an aP -
stratification. In general, it does not always exist, as examples from Section 3.3.1 of
Thom and Grinberg show. At the end of this section we state Hironaka’s theorem
on the existence of aP -stratification for polynomial functions, i.e., for polynomial
maps with 1-dimensional image, and its extension, a theorem on the existence of
an aP -stratification for maps with a multidimensional image proven in [K6]. Such
a theorem is required for the proof of the Main Result. Finally, in Section 3.4 we
present a geometric proof of Hironaka’s theorem based on the author’s proof of the
existence of Whitney’s stratification [K7]. A proof of the existence of Whitney’s
stratification is also outlined.

3.1. A heuristic description. Consider a chain map P ◦F : R2 → R2, where
F : R2 → RN is a generic Ck smooth map, N, k > 2 and P = (P1, P2) : RN → R2

is a polynomial of degree d. Fix a small positive r. We would like to estimate the
maximal number of small preimages

(40) #{x ∈ Br(0) : P1 ◦ F (x) = ε, P2 ◦ F (x) = 0}

for a small enough ε.
To show the idea put N = 3, P1(x, y, z) = x2 + y2, and P2(x, y, z) = xy.

Assume also that F (0) = 0. Denote the level set by Vε = {P1 = ε, P2 = 0}. The
level set Vε for ε > 0 consists of 4 parallel lines (see Figure 8).

Notice that in our notation the number of intersections of F
(
Br(0)

)
with Vε

equals the number of preimages of the point (ε, 0) under P ◦ F , see (40).
It is easy to see from Figure 8 that if F is transverse to V0 it is transverse to

Vε for any small ε > 0. Moreover, the number of intersections F
(
Br(0)

)
with Vε

equals 4 (see the points P1, . . . , P4).
Another way to calculate the same number is as follows. Let us replace F by

its linear part LF at zero. Then

#{x ∈ Br(0) : P1 ◦ F (x) = ε, P2 ◦ F (x) = 0}
= #{x ∈ Br(0) : P1 ◦ LF (x) = ε, P2 ◦ LF (x) = 0}

and solving this polynomial system also yields 4.
The idea behind this picture is the following: Consider an arbitrary N and a

polynomial P = (P1, P2) : RN → R2 of degree at most d and N > 2. Define the
algebraic variety Vε = (P1, P2)−1(ε, 0) as the level set.

Assume for simplicity that for any small ε �= 0 the level set Vε is a manifold
of codimension 2. We shall get rid of this assumption later (see Theorem 9(b)).
It turns out that there exists a special partition V0 = {Vi}i∈A of V0 =

⊔
i∈A Vi

into semialgebraic parts which are attached to their neighbors “regularly” see Defi-
nition 14) such that it depends only on P and satisfies the following condition. We
say F is transverse to a stratified set (V0,V0) if F is transverse to each stratum
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Figure 8. The Idealistic Example

Vi ∈ V0; then

(41) F is transverse to (V0,V0) =⇒ F is transverse to Vε

Lemma 2. Let Br(0) be the r-ball centered at the point 0 ∈ R2 and let LF,0

denote the linearization of F at the point a. Under condition (41), the number of
intersections of the image F

(
Br(0)

)
with Vε coincides with the number of intersec-

tions of the image LF,0

(
Br(0)

)
with Vε, provided r is small enough. That is:

(42) #{x ∈ Br(0) : (P1, P2) ◦ F (x) = (ε, 0)}
= #{x ∈ Br(0) : (P1, P2) ◦ LF,0(x) = (ε, 0)}.

Remark 4. The argument below is independent of the codimension of Vε. We
only need condition (41) and the fact that the codimension of Vε coincides with the
dimension of the preimage of a chain map P ◦ F .
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Proof. Consider the 1-parameter family of maps Ft = tF+(1−t)LF deforming
the linear part of F into F . Clearly, F1 ≡ F and F0 ≡ LF . Fix a small r > 0. Since
F is transverse to V0 at 0 all Ft are transverse to V0 at 0. Condition (41) implies
that for all small ε and all t ∈ [0, 1] we have Ft is transverse to Vε.

Therefore, the number of intersections of Ft

(
Br(0)

)
with Vε is independent of t.

Indeed, assume that #{Ft1

(
Br(0)

)
∩ Vε} �= #{Ft2

(
Br(0)

)
∩ Vε} for some t1 < t2.

Then as t1 increases to t2 there is a point t∗ where the number of intersections
either drops or jumps. At this point t∗ the condition of transversality of Ft∗ and
Vε must fail. This completes the proof of the lemma. �

3.2. Basic definitions of stratified sets, maps, etc.
3.2.1. Stratified sets. A stratification of a set, e.g., an analytic variety, is,

roughly, a partition of it into manifolds so that these manifolds fit together “regu-
larly.” Stratification theory was originated by Thom [T2] and Whitney [W2] for
algebraic and analytic sets. It was one of the key ingredients in Mather’s proof of
the topological stability theorem [M2]. For the history and further applications of
stratification theory see [GM,dPW].

We consider here only the category of real (semi)algebraic sets for simplicity.
Theorems on existence of stratifications proven here in the category of semialgebraic
sets can be proven for the categories of complex or real (semi)analytic sets using
similar methods. Call a subset V ⊂ RN a semivariety if locally at each point
x ∈ RN it is a finite union of subsets defined by equations and inequalities

(43) f1 = · · · = fk = 0 g1 > 0, . . . , gl > 0

where fi’s and gj ’s are real algebraic depending on x. Semivarieties are closed under
Boolean operations.

Definition 13 (Whitney). Let Vi, Vj be disjoint manifolds in RN , dim Vj >

dim Vi, and let x ∈ Vi ∩ Vj . A triple (Vj , Vi, x) is called a(resp. b)-regular if
(a) when a sequence {yn} ⊂ Vj tends to x and Tyn

Vj tends in the Grassman-
nian bundle to a subspace τx of RN , then TxVi ⊂ τx;

(b) when sequences {yn} ⊂ Vj and {xn} ⊂ Vi each tends to x, the unit vector
(xn−yn)/|xn−yn| tends to a vector v, and Tyn

Vj tends to τx, then v ∈ τx.4

Vj is called a(resp. b)-regular over Vi if each triple (Vj , Vi, x) is a(resp. b)-
regular.

Remark 5. Since the Grassmannian manifold of dim Vj-planes in m-dimen-
sional space is compact, existence of limits in the definition above can be reached
by choosing a subsequence {xnk

}k∈Z+ or {ynk
}k∈Z+ if necessary.

Definition 14 (Whitney). Let V be a semivariety in RN . A disjoint decom-
position

(44) V =
⊔
i∈I

Vi, Vi ∪ Vj = ∅ for i �= j

into smooth semivarieties V = {Vi}i∈I , called strata, is called an a(resp. b)-regular
stratification if

(1) each point has a neighborhood intersecting only finitely many strata;

4This way of defining b-regularity is due to Mather [M2]. Whitney’s definition [W2] is
equivalent to this one provided a-regularity holds.
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(2) the frontier Vj \Vj of each stratum Vj is a union of other strata
⊔

i∈J(i) Vi;
(3) any triple (Vj , Vi, x) such that x ∈ Vi ⊂ Vj is a(resp. b)-regular.

The classical example of a stratified algebraic set in R3 is the so-called Whitney
umbrella. It is defined as follows

Example 2. Consider the 2-dimensional algebraic variety in R3, defined by

(45) V = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : y2 = zx2}.
The first natural partition of V into smooth parts (strata) is the vertical line

V1 = {x = y = 0} and the complement V2 = V \ V1. However, V2 does not
fit regularly to V1 at the origin. To see that consider the sequence of the form
(xn, 0, 0) ∈ V2 with xn → 0 as n → ∞. It is easy to see that after we refine V1

into V0′ = {0} and V1′ = V1 \ V0 and put V2 = V2′ the partition V =
⊔

i′=1,2,3 Vi′

becomes the stratified manifold (V, {V0′ , V1′ , V2′}).
Theorem 7 ([W2,T3, �L1]). For any semivariety V in RN there is an a(resp.

b)-regular stratification.

Remark 6. This theorem is not true for smooth sets. To see that one can
construct a 2-surface in R3 which looks like a corkscrew.

Existence of stratifications in the complex analytic case was proved by Whit-
ney [W2]. Later Thom published a sketch of a proof [T3]. Then 	Lojasiewicz [�L1]
extended these results to the semianalytic case. Later other proofs were found. In
[H] Hironaka found a nice proof using his resolution of singularities. J. Bochnak,
M. Coste, and M.-F. Roy [BCR] and Z. Denkowska, K. Wachta [DW] follow the
classical route of Whitney [W2] via the wing lemma. [BCR] uses a Nash wing
lemma and [DW] apply the parameterized Puiseux theorem of W. Pawlucki [P1].
T. Wall [W1] and S. 	Lojasiewicz, J. Stasica, and K. Wachta [�LSW] found proofs
which use Milnor’s curve selection lemma [M3]. The latter proof also uses the
subanalyticity of the tangent map (for which an elementary proof was given by
Z. Denkowska and K. Wachta [DW]). In [K7] the author gives a geometric proof
based on the simple observation that regularity of stratifications is related to unique-
ness of the limit of the tangent planes to a bigger stratum as they approach a smaller
stratum. This proof is outlined in Section 3.4.1. For a nice exposition of the theory
of semianalytic and subanalytic sets see [�L2].
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3.2.2. Stratified maps and aP -stratification. First we define a smooth map of a
stratified set (V,V):

Definition 15. Let (V,V) be a stratified set in RN , V ⊆ RN ; then a map
P : V → Rn is called C2-smooth if it can be extended to a C2 smooth map of an
open set U , V ⊂ U ⊂ RN , denoted by P : U → Rn, whose restriction to V coincides
with P .

A stratification V =
⋃

i Vi stratifies a smooth map P : V → Rn if the restriction
of P to a stratum Vi has constant rank or rank dP |Vi

(x) is independent of x ∈ Vi.
A map G : Rn → RN is called transverse to a stratified set (V,V) if G is

transverse to each stratum Vi ∈ V .

Example 3. With the notations of the Example 2 of the Whitney umbrella
consider the Whitney umbrella V and the projection P = π|V : V → R2 along the
z-coordinate restricted to it. Then the stratification (V, {V0′ , V1′ , V2′}) of V is also
an aP -stratification of P : V → R2, a term to be defined below.

Let Vi be a stratum of a stratification (V,V), V = {Vi}i∈A and a ∈ N . Denote
by La,i = (P−1(a) ∩ Vi) the level sets of P in Vi. By the rank theorem [GG],
if a stratification (V,V) stratifies a smooth map P , then for each stratum Vi the
number di(P ) = dim Vi − rank dP |Vi

is well defined and equals the dimension of
any nonempty level set La,i.

Roughly speaking, an aP -stratification is a stratification of a map P : V → N
such that it is also an a-stratification of its level sets, i.e., for any sequence of
points {bk} ⊂ P (Vj) converging to a point a ∈ P (Vi) the corresponding level sets
Lbk,j = (P−1(bk) ∩ Vj) ⊂ Vj approach the limiting level set La,i ⊂ Vi “regularly.”
A precise definition is the following

Definition 16. Let P : RN → Rn be a C2 smooth map and let Vj and Vi be
submanifolds of RN such that Vi ⊂ Vj \Vj and the restrictions P |Vj

to Vj and P |Vi

to Vi have constant ranks. Vj is called aP -regular over Vi with respect to the map P

at a point x ∈ Vi∩Vj if for any sequence {xn} ⊂ Vj converging to x the sequence of
tangent planes to the level sets Tn = ker dP |Vj

(xn) converges in the corresponding
Grassmannian manifold of dim ker dP |Vj

-dimensional planes to a plane τ and

(46) lim ker dP |Vj
(xn) = τ ⊇ ker dP |Vi

(x)

Definition 17 (Thom). A C2 smooth map P : V → Rn of a stratifiable set
V to Rn is called aP -stratifiable if there exists a stratification (V,V) such that the
following conditions hold:

(a) (V,V) stratifies the map P (see Definition 15);
(b) for all pairs Vj and Vi from V such that Vi ⊆ Vj \ Vj the stratum Vj is

aP -regular over the stratum Vi with respect to P at the point x for all
x ∈ Vi ∩ Vj .

Remarks. (1) The original definition of aP -stratification requires an ap-
propriate stratification of the image too [M2], but for simplicity we do not require
the stratification of the image and this weaker definition turns out to be sufficient
for our purposes.

(2) With the notations above for an aP -stratification to exist we must have
di(P ) ≤ dj(P ) for each Vi ⊆ Vj \ Vj , i.e., nonempty level sets Lb,j inside the
bigger stratum Vj have dimension dj(P ) greater or equal to the dimension di(P ) of
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nonempty level sets La,i in the smaller stratum Vi. Otherwise dim ker dP |Vj
(xn) <

dim ker dP |Vi
(x) and condition (46) can’t be satisfied.

3.2.3. For aP -stratifications condition (41) holds. The heuristic description
given above shows that the key to a proof of Bézout’s theorem is condition (41)
(Lemma 2). Now we prove that existence of an aP -stratification of a polynomial
map P is sufficient for condition (41) to hold.

Let P = (P1, P2) : RN → R2 be a nontrivial vector-polynomial, i.e., the image
P (RN ) has nonempty interior. Denote by V = P−1

2 (0) and V0 = (P1, P2)−1(0)
these level sets. Assume that there exists a stratification (V,V) which stratifies the
map P |V and such that the zero level set V0 is also stratified by a stratification
(V0,V0) with V0 =

⊔
i∈A0

Vi

Lemma 3. With the above notation, if each stratum Vj ∈ V \ V0 is aP -regular
over each stratum Vi ∈ V0 with respect to the polynomial P , then any C2 smooth
map F : R2 → RN which is transverse to (V0,V0) is also transverse to each level set
Vb,j for any small b and this is equivalent to condition (41).

Proof. Pick a point x in Vi ⊂ V0 and a point y ∈ Vi. Notice that ker dP |Vi
(x)

is the tangent plane to the level set
{
P−1

(
P (x)

)
∩Vi

}
at the point x and ker dP |Vj

(y)
is the tangent plane to the level set

{
P−1

(
P (y)

)
∩ Vj

}
.

By condition (46), if a map F : X → RN is transverse to ker dP |Vi
(x) at a point

x, then F is transverse to ker dP |Vj
(y) for any y ∈ Vj nearby x. This completes the

proof of the lemma. �

3.3. Existence of aP -stratifications for polynomial maps.
3.3.1. Examples of nonexistence due to Thom and Grinberg. Existence of aP -

stratifications is a nontrivial question. There are some obvious obstacles. For
example, let V ⊂ RN be an algebraic variety and let P : RN → Rn be a polynomial
map. Assume that (V,V) stratifies P . Take two strata Vi and Vj so that Vj

lies “over” Vi, i.e., Vi ⊆ Vj \ Vj ; then the condition (46) can’t be satisfied if the
dimension of the level sets di(P ) in the lower stratum Vi is strictly less than that
of dj(P ) in the lower stratum Vj , i.e., dim ker dP |Vi

(y) < dim ker dP |Vj
. In this

case a plane ker dP |Vj
(x) of the upper stratum Vj should belong to a plane τ of

smaller dimension by condition (46), which is impossible. Thom constructed the
first example for which this happens [GWdPL].

Example 4 (Thom). Consider the vector-polynomial P of the form

(47) P :
(

x

y

)
→

(
x

xy

)
.

The line {x = 0} is the line of critical points of P . Outside of the line {x = 0}
the map P is a diffeomorphism; therefore, the preimage P−1(a) of any point a �= 0
is 0-dimensional. On the other hand, the preimage of 0 is the 1-dimensional line
{x = 0}. Thus, aP -regularity fails to exist.

Definition 18. Let us call an algebraic set V rank compatible with respect to
a polynomial P if there exists a stratification (V,V) which stratifies P and for any
pair Vi and Vj from V such that Vi ⊆ Vj \ Vj , the dimension of the level sets di(P )
in the lower stratum Vi does not exceed the dimension of the level sets dj(P ) in the
upper stratum Vj .
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It turns out that even if an algebraic set V is rank compatible with respect to a
polynomial P , then an aP -stratification still does not always exist. Let us present
an example with this property due to M. Grinberg. It seems that the existence of
a counterexample was known before, but we did not find an appropriate reference.

Let V = {(x, y, z, t) ∈ R4 : x2 = t2y + z} be the three-dimensional algebraic
variety and P : V → R2 be the natural projection associated to the last two
coordinates, i.e., P : (x, y, z, t)→ (z, t).

Lemma 4. With the above notations the set V is rank compatible with the
polynomial map P and does not have an aP -stratification.

Proof. Consider a rank stratification of V . Such a stratification consists of
three strata: V1 = {x = t = z = 0}, V2 = {t = 0, x2 = z, x �= 0}, and V3 = {t �= 0}.
On each stratum rank P |Vi

= i− 1. The level sets P−1(t, z) are parabolas for t �= 0
and lines for t = 0.

Show that for each point a = (0, a, 0, 0) ∈ V1 there exists a 1-parameter family
of level sets such that at the point a the property of aP -regularity of V3 over V1

fails.
Consider the preimage of the curve {z = −at2} ⊂ R2. This is an algebraic

variety of the form Wa = {x2 = t2(y − a)}. One can see that Wa is the Whitney
umbrella (see Figure 9). The level set x2 = t20(y − a) is a parabola. As t0 → 0 this
parabola tends to the semiline {x = t = z = 0, y ≥ a}. At the point a ∈ V1 the
property of aP -regularity of V3 over V1 clearly fails. This completes the proof of
the lemma. �

3.3.2. Existence of aP -stratifications (Hironaka’s theorem and its extension).
As we have seen above, sometimes aP -stratifications exist, sometimes they do not.
Let us state a positive result on their existence.

Theorem 8 (Hironaka [H]). If V ⊂ RN is a semialgebraic variety and
P : RN → R is a polynomial function, then there exists an aP -stratification (V,V)
of V with respect to P by semialgebraic strata.

In the next section we give a geometric proof of this result based on the proof of
the existence of Whitney’s stratifications due to the author [K7]. Below we describe
an extension of Hironaka’s theorem to maps with a multidimensional image proven
in [K6]. This extension is sufficient to prove Bézout’s theorem for chain maps
(Theorem 6).

Tarski – Seidenberg Principle (see, e.g., [BCR,J]). For any semialgebraic
V in RN and a polynomial map P : RN → Rn the image P (V ) is semialgebraic.

Let RN and Rn be Euclidean spaces with the fixed coordinate systems x =
(x1, . . . , xN ) ∈ RN and a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Rn with N ≥ n and a nontrivial
vector-polynomial P : RN → Rn. Recall that P is nontrivial if the image P (RN )
has nonempty interior. For brevity in what follows we use polynomial for vector-
polynomial.

Definition 19. Let m ∈ Z+ and δ > 0. We call the (m, δ)-cone Kn
m,δ the

following set of points:

(48) Kn
m,δ = {a = (a1, . . . , aN ) ∈ RN : 0 < |a1| < δ, 0 < |aj+1| < |a1 · · · aj |m

for j = 1, . . . , N − 1}.
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Let m′ ∈ ZN
+ . If m′ ≥ m and δ′ ≤ δ, then we say that the (m′, δ′)-cone Kn

m′,δ′ is a
refinement of the (m, δ)-cone Kn

m,δ.

Define the following sets:

(49) Vm,δ,P = closure{P−1(Kn
m,δ)}, V0,m,P =

⋂
δ>0

Vm,δ,P

Then one has

Theorem 9 ([K6]). For any nontrivial polynomial P : RN → Rn there exist
an integer m ∈ Z+ and a positive δ such that the following conditions hold

(a) the set V0 = V0,m,P (see (49)) is a semialgebraic set of codimension at
least n.

(b) the set Vm,δ,P consists of regular points of P , i.e., if b ∈ Vm,δ,P , then the
level set P−1

(
P (b)

)
is a manifold of codimension n.

(c) there exists a stratification of V0 by semialgebraic strata (V0,V0) satisfying
the property : Vm,δ,P is aP -regular over any strata Vi ∈ V0 with respect to
P .

Remark 7. In order to have the compatibility condition for the limiting set
Vm,δ,P with the regular level sets P−1(a) in the definition of the (m, δ)-cone Kn

m,δ

(48) it is necessary that the range of values (“smallness”) of aj+1 depends on all ai’s
with i = 1, . . . , j. Indeed, consider the following

Example 5. Let x = (x1, x2, x3) denote a point in R3 and P = (P1, P2, P3) :
R3 → R3 be a polynomial map, given by

(50) P1(x) = x1, P2(x) = x1x2, P3(x) = x1x2x3.

If the definition of the (m, δ)-cone is

(51) K3
m,δ = {a = (a1, a2, a3) ∈ R3 : 0 < |a1| < δ, 0 < |a2(resp. 3)| < |a1|m},

then the limiting set Vm,δ,P , defined by (49), is 1-dimensional for any positive m.
However, all level sets P−1(a) with a1a2 �= 0 are 0-dimensional. In this case the
compatibility condition in Definition 18 fails.

3.4. A proof of Hironaka’s theorem on existence of aP -stratifications
for polynomial functions. In this section we present a geometric proof of Hi-
ronaka’s theorem based on a proof of Whitney’s Theorem 7 on existence of a-
stratifications due to the author [K7]. First, we briefly outline the latter proof and
then prove Hironaka’s theorem following the same path.

3.4.1. An outline of a proof of Whitney’s Theorem 7 on existence of a-stratifi-
cations. The outline given below works to prove b-stratifications too after a slight
modification [K7].

A semivariety V has well-defined dimension, say d ≤ N . Denote by Vreg the set
of points where V is locally a real algebraic submanifold of RN of dimension d. Vreg

is a semivariety, moreover, Vsing = V \Vreg is a semivariety of positive codimension
in V , i.e., dimVsing < dim V . (For the algebraic case see, e.g., [M3].)

Step 1. There is a filtration of V by semivarieties

(52) V 0 ⊂ V 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V d = V,

where for each k = 1, . . . , d the set V k \ V k−1 is a manifold of dimension k. This
is not difficult to see, e.g., [M3]. Indeed, consider Vsing ⊂ V , then V \ Vsing is a
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manifold of dimension d and dimVsing < d. Inductive application of these arguments
completes the proof.

A refinement of a decomposition V =
⊔

i∈I Vi is a decomposition V =
⊔

i′∈I′ Vi′

such that any stratum Vj of the first decomposition is a union of some strata of the
second one, i.e., there is a set I ′(j) ⊂ I ′ such that Vj =

⊔
i′∈I′(j) Vi′ .

Step 2. Let V ⊂ RN be a manifold and W ⊂ V be a semivariety. Denote by
IntV (W ) the set of interior points of W in V w.r.t. the topology induced from RN .
Let Vi and Vj be a pair of distinct strata. For each point x ∈ Vi ∩ Vj denote by
V con,x

j the local connected component of Vj at x, i.e., the connected component
of the intersection of Vj with a small ball centered at x and call it essential if the
closure of V con,x

j has x in the interior, x ∈ IntVi
(Vi ∩ V con,x

j ). Denote by V ess,x
j the

union of all local essential components of Vj . A semialgebraic set Vj can have only
finitely many local connected components (see, e.g., [M3]).

Theorem 10. For any two disjoint strata Vj and Vi the set of points

Singa(Vj , Vi) = {x ∈ Vi ∩ Vj : (V ess,x
j , Vi, x) is not a-regular},

is a semivariety in Vi and dim Singa(Vj , Vi) < dimVi.

Let us show that this theorem is sufficient to prove the a-regular case of Theo-
rem 7. Consider a decomposition V =

⊔
i∈I Vi and split the strata into two groups:

the first group consists of strata of dimension at least k and the second group
consists of the rest. Suppose that each stratum from the first group is a-regular
over each stratum from the second group. Then by definition of a-regularity any
refinement of a stratum from the second group preserves this a-regularity.

Now apply this refinement inductively. Consider strata in V d \V d−1 of dimen-
sion d. Using Theorem 10 and the result of 	Lojasiewicz [�L1] that the frontier of a
semivariety has dimension less than the semivariety itself, refine V d−1 so that each
d-dimensional stratum is a-regular over each stratum in V d−1. The above remark
shows that any further refinement of the strata in V d−1 preserves the a-regularity
of strata from V d \ V d−1 over it. This reduces the problem of existence of stratifi-
cation for d-dimensional semivarieties to the same problem for (d− 1)-dimensional
semivarieties. Induction on dimension completes the proof of Theorem 7.

Our proof is based on the observation that if Vi ⊂ Vj are a pair of strata, a-
regularity of Vj over Vi at x in Vi is closely related to whether the limit of tangent
planes TyVj is unique or not as y from Vj tends to x. The rest of the paper is
devoted to the proof of Theorem 10, which consists of two steps. In Lemma 5
we relate a-regularity with (non)uniqueness of limits of tangent planes TyVj ; then,
based on it and Rolle’s lemma in Lemma 6, one can prove Theorem 10.

Let Vi and Vj be a pair of distinct strata in RN . Define

(53) Un(Vj , Vi) = {x ∈ Vi ∩ Vj : for any V con,x
j , there exists τx ⊂ TxRN

such that for any {yn} ⊂ V con,x
j tending to x, Tyn

Vj → τx},
The proof consists of two lemmas.

Lemma 5. With the above notations we have

(54) Singa(Vj , Vi) ⊂ Vi \Un(Vj , Vi),

where Singa(Vj , Vi) is the set of a-singular points in Vi defined in Theorem 10.
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Lemma 6. With the above notations there is a set of strata {V p
j }p∈Z (resp.

{V p
i }p∈Z) in Vj (resp. in Vi), each of positive codimension in Vj (resp. in Vi),

such that

(55)

Singa(Vj , Vi) ⊂
⋃
p∈Z

Singa(V
p
j , Vi)

⋃
p∈Z

V p
i .

Vi \Un(Vj , Vi) ⊂
⋃
p∈Z

Vi \Un(V p
j , Vi)

Remarks. (1) Inductive application of this lemma to the right-hand side
of the first line of (55) reduces dimensions of V p

j ’s up to dim Vi.
(2) The dimension of the frontier of a semivariety (Singa(V

p
j , Vi) ⊂ Vi ∩ V p

j )
has dimension strictly smaller than that of the semivariety (V p

j ) itself.
(3) By Lemma 5 the set Singa(Vj , Vi) is a semivariety. Since a countable

union of semivarieties of positive codimension in Vi contains Singa(Vj , Vi) we have
Singa(Vj , Vi) has positive codimension in Vi, which proves Theorem 10.

Since this proves Theorem 10, as a consequence this proves Theorem 7 too.
We are not going to prove these lemmas; however, we would like to exhibit the
geometric idea behind the proof of Lemma 6. The section below is devoted to the
idea of construction of proper subvarieties in the bigger stratum Vj approaching
the non-a-regular points Singa(Vj , Vi) ⊂ Vi.

3.4.2. Separation of Planes and dimension reduction in Lemma 6. Let τ0 and
τ1 be two distinct oriented k-dimensional planes in RN . An oriented (m − k)-
dimensional plane l in RN separates τ0 and τ1 if l is transverse to τ0 and τ1 and
the orientations induced by τ0 + l and τ1 + l in RN are different. Notice that there
always exists an open set of orientable (m− k)-planes separating any two distinct
orientable k-planes.

Rolle’s Lemma. If a continuous family of orientable k-planes {τt}t∈[0,1] con-
nects τ0 and τ1 and an orientable (m−k)-plane l separates τ0 and τ1, then for some
t∗ ∈ (0, 1) transversality of τt∗ and l fails.

In what follows we use the transversality theorem [GG] which says: if V ⊂ RN

is a manifold, then almost every plane of dimension k is transverse to V .

An outline of the proof of Lemma 6. Let x ∈ Singa(Vj , Vi), then by
Lemma 5 there are sequences {y′

n}, {yn} ⊂ V con,x
j with different limiting tangent

planes τ = limTyn
Vj and τ ′ = limTy′

n
Vj . Choose an orientation of Ty0Vj . By

connecting y0 locally with all other points {y′
n} one can induce an orientation on

all other Ty′
n
Vj so that the orientations of τ0 and τ1 coincide with the orientations

of the limits.
Denote dimVj by k. There is an oriented (N − k)-plane lj separating τ0 and

τ1 and transverse to Vj (by the transversality theorem). Consider the orthogonal
projection πlj along lj onto its orthogonal complement l⊥j . Denote by plj ,j its
restriction to Vj , plj ,j = πlj |Vj

: Vj → l⊥j . Denote by Crit(lj , Vj) the set of critical
points of plj ,j in Vj where the rank of plj ,j is not maximal. Then Crit(lj , Vj) is a
semivariety in Vj and dim Crit(lj , Vj) < dim Vj . Connect two points y0

n and y1
n by

a curve in Vj ; then Ty0
n
Vj deforms continuously to Ty0

n
Vj . Then by Rolle’s lemma

there is a critical point of plj ,j in V con,x
j arbitrarily close to x. Thus x ∈ Crit(lj , Vj).
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By the transversality theorem there is a countable dense set of orientable (N −
k)-planes {lpj}p∈Z+ transverse to Vj and separating any two distinct orientable k-
planes τ0 and τ1. Therefore, we have that

(56) Singa(Vj , Vi) ⊂ Vi \Un(Vj , Vi) ⊂
⋃

p∈Z+

{
Crit(lpj , Vj) \ Crit(lpj , Vj)

}
.

These sets {Crit(lpj , Vj) = V p
j }p∈Z+ are the proper subsets in Vj we are looking for.

Using some additional simple argument given in [K7] one can complete the proof
of Lemma 6. �

3.4.3. A proof of aP -stratifications for polynomial functions. The proof below
also consists of two steps.

Step 1. Construct a rank stratification of P. Consider an a-regular stratifica-
tion (V,V0) of V by semialgebraic strata. Such a stratification always exists by
Whitney’s Theorem 7 proved above. Now we refine the stratification V0 to a strat-
ification V1 so that V1 is a rank stratification of P or the restriction of P to any
stratum Vi ∈ V1 is a map of constant rank. Notice that it is sufficient to refine each
stratum Vi ⊂ V0 so that P restricted to each stratum V j

i ⊂ Vi has constant rank.
There are two cases: if P (Vi) is a point, then the rank of P |Vi

is identically zero
and Vi stays unchanged and if P (Vi) contains an open set, then denote by Σi,P ⊂ Vi

the set of critical points of P |Vi
. By Sard’s lemma for algebraic sets [M] the set

Σi,P is a semialgebraic set of positive codimension in Vi. Now refine each Σi,P to
be an a-regular stratification of Σi,P . This is possible by Whitney’s Theorem 7.
Denote such a stratification by (V,V1). By our construction V1 is an a-regular rank
stratification of P |V , i.e., P has constant rank on each stratum and the strata “fit”
a-regularly.

Step 2. It is sufficient to prove the following

Theorem 11. Let Vi, Vj ⊂ V1 be two strata in RN and P : RN → R be a
constant on each strata Vi and Vj. Then the set of singular points

Singa,P (Vj , Vi) = {x ∈ Vi ∩ Vj : Vj is not aP -regular over Vi at x w.r.t. P}

is semialgebraic and has positive codimension in Vi.

Inductive refinement arguments from Section 3.4.1 along with Theorem 11 com-
plete the proof of Hironaka’s Theorem 8. The rest of the section is devoted to a
proof of Theorem 11.

Proof of Theorem 11. Similarly to the existence proof of Whitney‘s The-
orem 7 above we define the set with a unique limit of tangent planes to level sets
of P

(57) UnP (Vj , Vi) = {x ∈ Vi : for any V con,x
j there is τx,P such that

lim
yn→x

ker dP |V con,x
j

(yn) = τx,P and is unique}.

Lemma 7. With the above notations UnP (Vj , Vi) and Singa,P (Vj , Vi) are semi-
varieties and

(58) Singa,P (Vj , Vi) ⊂ Vi \UnP (Vj , Vi).
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Lemma 8. With the above notations there is a set of strata {V p
j }p∈Z (resp.

{V p
i }p∈Z) in Vj (resp. in Vi) each of positive codimension in Vj (resp. in Vi) such

that

(59) Singa,P (Vj , Vi) ⊂
⋃
p∈Z

Singa,P (V p
j , Vi)

⋃
p∈Z

V p
i .

Remark 8. Similarly to the remarks after Lemma 6 this lemma allows one to
reduce the dimension of Vj ’s and prove that Singa,P (Vj , Vi) has positive codimension
in Vi. This would prove Theorem 11 and as a consequence it would prove Theorem 8.
So what is left to prove is Lemmas 7 and 8.

Proof of Lemma 7. The proof goes by contradiction. Let x ∈ UnP (Vj , Vi)∩
Singa,P (Vj , Vi). Then for any local connected component V con,x and any sequence
{yn} ⊂ V con,x there is a limiting plane lim ker dP |Vj

(x) = τx,P . Moreover, we have
ker dP |Vi

(x) �⊂ τx,P . Thus, there is a unit vector v ∈ ker dP |Vi
and v /∈ τx,P . The

contradiction we are going to get is to find a sequence of points {yn} ⊂ V con,x such
that lim ker dP |Vj

(yn) = τ ′ ⊃ v. The rest of the proof is devoted to the construction
of such a sequence.

By the theorem on implicit functions one can straighten Vi along with the
nonempty level sets P−1(a)∩ Vi. Then the ray lv(x) = {y ∈ RN : (y− x)/|y− x| =
v} ⊂ P−1

(
P (x)

)
⊂ Vi belongs to the level set P−1

(
P (x)

)
. By an extension of Wall

[W1] of Milnor’s curve selection lemma there is a 2-dimensional “wing” Vj,v ⊂ Vj

such that lv(x) ⊂ Vj,v.
By Lemma 6 the set of points with nonunique limit Un

(
Vj,v, lv(x)

)
is 0-dimen-

sional. Therefore, by Lemma 5 there is a neighborhood Ux of x such that any
y ∈ Ux∩ lv(x) may be distinct from x, Vj,v is a-regular over lv(x) at y and the limit
τy of tangent planes Tyn

Vj,v as y → x is unique. The last two properties imply that
τy depends continuously on y as long as the limit τy is unique. Therefore, there is a
neighborhood Uy ⊂ Ux \x of y such that Vj,v ∩Uy is a C1-manifold with boundary.

Consider a C1-smooth one-sided chart in Uy ∩Vj,v and let πL be the map from
Uy ∩ Vj,v into the 2-dimensional plane R2. The image πL(Vi) is a line in R2 and
πL(Vj,v) is a one-sided neighborhood of this line. Using Rolle’s type of argument
it is easy to show this for a sequence {yn} ⊂ πL(Vj,v) from a semineighborhood
of πL(x′) ∈ R2 such that yn → πL(y) and Ty′

n
{πL ◦ P−1(P (π−1

L (y′
n)))} → πL(v).

This implies that lim ker dP |Vj,v
(y′

n) tends to v, however, Vj,v ⊂ V con,x
j . So v =

limn→∞ ker dP |Vj,v
(π−1

L (yn)) ⊂ limn→∞ ker dP |V con,x
j

(π−1
L (yn)) = τ . This is a con-

tradiction with v /∈ τ . �

Proof of Lemma 8. The proof is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 6
outlined above [K7]. �

This completes the proof of Theorem 11 of Hironaka. �
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Figure 10. A saddle loop polycycle

4. Bifurcation of spatial polycycles and blow-up along the diagonal of
the space of multijets

In this lecture we discuss an essential ingredient of the proof of Theorem 1
[K8] about an estimate on cyclicity of spatial quasielementary polycycles. First,
in Section 4.1 we motivate the appearance of multichain maps (38) to get an esti-
mate on cyclicity of spatial polycycles. Similarly to the planar case the question of
estimating cyclicity of a quasielementary polycycle reduces to estimating the geo-
metric multiplicity of a multichain map of the form (38). To get an estimate on
geometric multiplicity of a multichain map (38) one needs to prove a Bézout type
theorem for multichain maps. However, a straightforward way to prove a Bézout
type theorem for multichain maps faces a typical problem in singularity theory,
namely, the problem that transversality fails on the diagonal in the space of mul-
tijets (see, e.g., [GG,M2]). We shall overcome this problem using a construction
of Grigoriev –Yakovenko [GY] of blow-up along the diagonal in the space of mul-
tijets and a special multijet transversality theorem [GY]. This construction and
its relation to Newton Interpolation Polynomials are described in Section 4.2. In
Section 4.3 we describe the problem of rate of growth of the number of periodic
points from Smooth Dynamical Systems (see, e.g., [AM,S4]) and outline the main
result of the author along with Brian Hunt [KH, K5] in this direction. Finally,
in Section 4.4 we outline how Newton Interpolation Polynomials can be applied to
perturb trajectories and control the number of periodic points of diffeomorphisms.

4.1. Multichain maps and spatial polycycles. Consider the simplest ex-
ample of a polycycle γ in R3 consisting of a saddle equilibrium p and a connecting
separatrix γp (see Figure 10).

Let Σ− and Σ+ be “entrance” and “exit” transverse sections to γp chosen so
that in Cr-normal coordinates the Poincaré return map ∆p along the polycycle γ
has a “nice” form. We decompose the Poincaré return map ∆ along the polycycle
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γ into the composition of a local Poincaré map ∆p in a neighborhood of p and a
semilocal map f along γp. Consider 2-cycles bifurcating from γ. Denote by x1, x2

and y1, y2 the first and the second intersection of each one of the 2-cycles with Σ+

and Σ− respectively. Then the equation determining the number of 2-cycles has
the form

(60)


y1 = f(x1, ε)
x2 = ∆(y1, ε)
y2 = f(x2, ε)
x1 = ∆(y2, ε).

It is important that the first and the third equation have the same functional
parts. Notice also that each of the equations from (60) is an equality in R2 so it
itself consists of two 1-dimensional equalities. So the total number of equations in
(60) is 8. Following the strategy of the planar case from Section 2.2 we apply the
Khovanskĭı method to the system (60). Compare this system with the system (21)
or (23). It is not difficult to see that the result of application of the Khovanskĭı
method gives a map of the form

(61) P ◦ (j7f, j7f) : R8 → R8.

To simplify our considerations we redenote the seventh jet j7f of f by a map F
and consider the multichain map

(62) P ◦ (F, F ) : R8 → R8,

where F is a generic map in a sense that it satisfies any pre-given transversality
condition. It is clear that even if F is generic we cannot assume that the 2-tuple
(F, F ) is a generic map, simply because the first and the second components are
the same. Let’s explain why genericity fails for a 2-tuple mapping by an example.

4.1.1. Genericity (resp. transversality) fails for 2-tuple mappings!

Classical Transversality Theorem (e.g., [AGV,GG]). Let N and m be
positive integers and M be a smooth compact manifold in Rm. Then for an open
dense set of smooth mappings F : RN → Rm we have that F is transverse to M . In
particular, this means that F−1(M) is a smooth manifold.

Remarks. (1) It is an exercise from calculus to construct a set on the
unit interval [0, 1] which is open dense and has arbitrary small positive measure.
To justify that the transversality property is indeed generic, there is the so-called
prevalent extension of the classical transversality theorem which says that for an
a.e. mapping F : Bn → RN we have that F is transverse to M . More exactly,
for a generic finite-parameter family of mappings {Fε : Bn → RN}ε∈Bk for a.e.
parameter value, Fε is transverse to M . See [HSY,K1] for more details.

(2) The fact that transversality of F to M implies that F−1(M) is a smooth
manifold follows from the theorem on implicit functions (see [AGV,GG]).

Since for a genericity condition on F what we need is that F has to satisfy
a transversality condition, to show the impossibility of application of the classical
transversality theorem we give a trivial example when transversality fails for an
open set of 2-tuples (F, F ).
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Example 6. In the classical transversality theorem put n = m = 1. Con-
sider the function f : x → x2 for x ∈ I = [−1, 1] and the corresponding 2-
tuple f × f : I × I → R× R, given by f × f : (x1, x2) → (x2

1, x
2
2) = (y1, y2). Let

M = {y1 = y2} ⊂ R×R be the diagonal. Then for each f̃ which is C1-close to f the
preimage (f̃ , f̃)−1(M) is a topological cross (not a manifold). This, in particular,
implies that (f̃ , f̃) is not transverse to M , otherwise the preimage of a manifold
would be a manifold.

To see this, notice that a function f̃ close to f has to have a local minimum x̃
close to 0 and x̃ is a nondegenerate local minimum, i.e., f̃ : x → ε̃ + ã(x− x̃)2 +
o
(
(x − x̃)2

)
with ã �= 0. Then f̃(x1) − f̃(x2) = 0 has two intersecting curves of

solutions x1 = x2 and x1 − x̃ ≈ −(x2 − x̃) which form a cross. This completes the
proof of the claim in the example.

To explain what happens in this example we derive a general framework due
to Grigoriev – Yakovenko [GY].

4.1.2. Blow-up along the diagonal for 2-tuples in the 1-dimensional case. For a
smooth function f̃ : R → R consider the maps

(63)
(x1, x2)

D2f̃−−−→
(

x1, x2, f̃(x1),
f̃(x2)− f̃(x1)

x2 − x1

)
= (x1, x1, u1, u2) ⊂ R4,

(x1, x2, u1, u2)
π2−→

(
x1, x2, u1, u1 + u2(x2 − x1)

)
.

Direct calculation shows that π2 ◦ D2f̃ ≡ (f̃ , f̃). Therefore,

(64) (f̃ , f̃)−1(M) = (D2f̃)−1 ◦ π−1
2 (M).

This is incorporated into Figure 3 of with n = N = 1. By definition D2(f) : I × I →
DD2(I, R) is a smooth map, π2 : DD2(I, R) → R is an explicitly computable poly-
nomial map, and π2 ◦ D2(f) = (f, f) : I × I → R2. Notice that outside of the
diagonal {x1 = x2} the map π2 is one-to-one. However, the preimage of the
set π−1

2 {x1 = x2, f(x1) = f(x2)} is of dimension 3 while the set {x1 = x2,
f(x1) = f(x2)} itself is of dimension 2. This, in particular, means that π2 is a
blow-up along the diagonal.

Consider π−1
2 (M) = {u2(x2 − x1) = 0} ⊂ R4. This is the union of two inter-

secting hyperplanes. If the map D2f̃ is transverse to {u2(x2 − x1) = 0}, then the
preimage (D2f̃)−1({u2(x2−x1) = 0}) has to be the union of two intersecting curves.
It turns out that the assumption that D2f̃ is generic for a generic f̃ is satisfied or
for a generic F̃ the map D2f̃ is transverse to both hyperplanes of {u2(x2−x1) = 0}.
Let’s justify that.

A “proof” of the classical transversality theorem of Thom (see,
e.g., [AGV, GG]). Transversality is an open property, i.e., if F is transverse to
M , then for all F̃ sufficiently close to F we have F̃ is transverse to M too. So
it is sufficient to show that by an arbitrary small perturbation of any mapping
F : RN → Rm one can reach transversality to a compact manifold M . Let’s prove
it now.

Consider a smooth mapping F : Bn → RN . Include this mapping into the m-
parameter family F : Rn × RN → Rn × RN , given by F(x, ε) = (x, F (x) + ε). The
determinant of the linearization of the mapping (the Jacobian) JF(x, ε) is constant
and identically equals 1. Therefore, F is a diffeomorphism and MF = F−1(Rn×M)
is a manifold in the preimage Rn × RN .
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Fact. If ε is a regular point of the projection πM,F = π|MF
: Rn × RN → RN

along the x-coordinate, restricted to MF , then Fε = F (x) + ε is transverse to M .

This follows from the implicit function theorem.

Sard’s Lemma (e.g., [M4]). A.e. ε ∈ RN is a regular value for the projection
map πM,F .

Thus, one can choose a regular value ε arbitrarily close to 0. For such an
ε the mapping Fε is transverse to M . This completes the proof of the classical
transversality theorem. �

Now we are ready to state the main result of this section.
4.1.3. Multijet transversality theorem due to Grigoriev –Yakovenko.

Theorem 12 ([GY]). Let M ⊂ RN × RN be a smooth variety and Bn ⊂ Rn

be a unit ball. Then for an open dense set of smooth mappings F : Bn → RN the
set (F × F )−1(M) is stratified.

Moreover, let k ∈ Z+ and M ⊂ RN × · · · ×RN (k times) be a smooth algebraic
variety. Then for an open dense set of smooth mappings F : Bn → RN the set
(F × · · · × F )−1(M), with k repetitions, is stratified.

Moreover, let n, k ∈ Z+ and M ⊂ Jm(Bn, RN ) × · · · × Jm(Bn, RN ) (k times)
be a smooth algebraic variety. Then for an open dense set of smooth mappings
F : Bn → RN the set (F × · · · × F )−1(M), with k repetitions, is stratified.

Proof of the theorem for the model example n = m = 1 and k = 2.
Consider the map D2(F ) : (x1, x2, ε1, ε2) �→ (x1, x2, u1, u2), defined by the formula
(63). Direct calculations show that the determinant of the linearization (the Jaco-
bian) JD2(F )(x1, x2, ε1, ε2) ≡ 1 and is formed by an upper triangular matrix with
units on the diagonal. Since, D2(F ) is a diffeomorphism one can apply arguments
of the proof of the classical transversality theorem given above. �

A proof of the theorem in the general case follows along the same lines. The
main difficulty is to construct Figure 3 in the general case. This is the subject of
the next subsection.

Corollary 3. For an open dense set of smooth functions F : I → R the
preimage (F, F )−1(M) is a 1-dimensional stratified manifold, i.e., a locally finite
union of points and curves.

4.2. Newton interpolation polynomials and blow-up along the di-
agonal in the space of multijets. This section is devoted to the description
of the Grigoriev – Yakovenko construction of blow-up along the diagonal in the
space of multijets in the general case. Let F : Bn → RN be a smooth map of
a unit ball Bn ⊂ Rn, jmF : Bn → Jm(Bn, RN ) be an mth-order jet of F , and
Jm,k(Bn, RN ) = Jm(Bn, RN ) × · · · × Jm(Bn, RN ) (k repetitions) be the space
of k-tuple m-jets. Denote the k-tuple of the m-jet of a map F : RN → Rm

by Jm,kF (x1, . . . , xk) = (jmF (x1), . . . , jmF (xk)). The goal of this section is
to define entries of an extension of Figure 3: the so-called space of divided dif-
ferences DDm

k (Bn, RN ), the Newton map πm
k : DDm

k (Bn, RN ) → Jm,k(Bn, RN ),
Dm

k (F ) : Bn × · · · ×Bn︸ ︷︷ ︸
k repetitions

→ DDm
k (Bn, RN ). We use the exposition from [GY].
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DDm
k (Bn, RN )

πm
k

��
Bn × · · · ×Bn︸ ︷︷ ︸

k repetitions

Dm
k (F )

������������������ J k,mF �� Jm,k(Bn, RN )

Figure 11. Polynomial blow-up of the multijet space

4.2.1. Divided differences. In order to extend the above construction we need to
define so-called divided differences. Let g : R → R be a sufficiently smooth function
of one real variable.

Definition 20. The first order divided difference of g is defined as

(65) ∆g(x1, x2) =
g(x2)− g(x1)

x2 − x1

for x2 �= x1 and extended by its limit value as g′(x) for x = x2 = x1. Clearly, if g is
a Cr-smooth function, then ∆g is at least a Cr−1-smooth function of its arguments.

Iterating this construction we define divided differences of the sth order for any
s ∈ Z+ as

∆sg(x1, . . . , xs+1) =
∆s−1g(x1, . . . , xs−1, xs+1)−∆s−1g(x1, . . . , xs−1, xs)

xs+1 − xs

for xs+1 �= xs and extended by its limit value as ∂∆s−1g(x)/∂xs for x = xs+1 = xs.
Clearly, if g is a Cr-smooth function, then ∆g is at least a Cr−s-smooth function
of its arguments.

Notice that ∆s is linear as a function of g, and one can show that it is a
symmetric function of x1, . . . , xs+1; in fact, by induction it follows that

(66) ∆sg(x1, . . . , xs) =
s+1∑
i=1

g(xi)∏
j �=i(xi − xj)

Another identity that is proved by induction will be more important for us, namely

(67) ∆s xl(x1, . . . , xs+1) = pl,s(x1, . . . , xs+1),

where pl,s(x1, . . . , xs+1) is 0 for s > l and for s ≤ l is the sum of all degree l − s
monomials in x0, . . . , xs with unit coefficients,

(68) pl,s(x1, . . . , xs+1) =
∑

r0+···+rs=l−s

s+1∏
j=1

x
rj

j .

The divided differences form coefficients for the Newton interpolation formula.
For all C∞ functions g : R → R we have

(69) g(x) = ∆0g(x1) + ∆1g(x1, x2)(x− x1) + · · ·
+ ∆k−1g(x1, . . . , xk−2)(x− x1) · · · (x− xk−3)

+ ∆kg(x1, . . . , xk−1, x)(x− x1) · · · (x− xk−2)

identically for all values of x, x1, . . . , xk. All terms of this representation are poly-
nomial in x except for the last one which we view as a remainder term. The sum of
the polynomial terms is the degree (k−1) Newton interpolation polynomial for g at
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{xs}k
s=1. To obtain a degree 2k−1 interpolation polynomial for g and its derivative

at {xs}k
s=1, we simply use (69) with k replaced by 2k and the 2k-tuple of points

{xs (mod k)}2k
s=1. Similarly one can construct an interpolation polynomial for g and

its derivatives up to any finite order.
All terms of this representation, except for the last one, are polynomial in

x and their sum is the kth order Newton Interpolation Polynomial denoted by
Pk−1(x,Xk), where Xk = (x1, . . . , xk).

Now we can define entries of Figure 11 in the case m = 0. Let DDk(I, R) =
I × · · · × I︸ ︷︷ ︸

k times

×Rk = (x1, . . . , xk; u0, u1, . . . , uk−1). It is called the space of divided

differences. Then

(70)

Dk(f) : I × · · · × I︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times

→ DDk(I, R),

Dk(f) : (x1, . . . , xk) �→ (x1, . . . , xk; u0, . . . , uk−1), uα = ∆αf(x1, . . . , xα+1)

πk : DDk(I, R)→ R2k,

where Dk(f) is smooth, provided that F is smooth, πn : DDk(I, R) → R2k is a
Newton Interpolation Polynomial of the form (69), and

(71) πk ◦ Dk(f) = (f, . . . , f) : I × · · · × I → R2k,

where f and R are repeated k times.
4.2.2. Language of divided differences and the Newton interpolation formula. In

this section we introduce the construction of the divided differences space
DDk(Bn, RN ) and the corresponding map Dk(F ) and the polynomial πk presented
on Figure 3.

Let F : Rn → R be a smooth function in n real variables x1, . . . , xn.

Definition 21. The first order divided difference of F in the variable xk is the
function of n + 1 variables x1, . . . , xk−1, x

′
k, x′′

k, . . . , xn defined as

(72) ∆xk
F (x1, . . . , xk−1, x

′
k, x′′

k , . . . , xn)

=
F (x1, . . . , xk−1, x

′
k, . . . , xn)− F (x1, . . . , xk−1, x

′′
k , . . . , xn)

x′
k − x′′

k

for x′
k �= x′′

k and extended by its limit value as ∂F (x1, . . . , xk−1, x
′
k, . . . , xn)/∂xk

for x′
k = x′′

k = xk. Clearly, if F is a Cr function, then (e.g., by Hadamard lemma),
∆xk

F is at least a Cr−1-smooth function of its arguments.

It turns out that iterating this construction is possible [GY], which leads to

Definition 22. Let α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Zn
+ be a multiindex, let F be as

above. Then ∆α
xF = ∆α1

x1
· · ·∆αn

xn
F is called the mixed divided difference of order

|α| = α1+· · ·+αn. This divided difference is a smooth function of n+|α| arguments
subdivided into n groups of α1 +1, . . . , αn +1 variables, symmetric with respect to
permutations of variables within the same groups.

As direct calculations show the operators ∆xj
and ∆xi

commute for i �= j, and,
therefore, we can use the multiindex notation for divided differences.
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4.2.3. The Newton interpolation formula (in multivariables). Let

X1 = (x1
1, . . . , x

1
N ) ⊂ R, . . . , Xn = (xn

1 , . . . , xn
N ) ⊂ R

be subsets consisting of the same number of points, each Xj belonging to the
corresponding jth coordinate axis of points in RN . Then, given a multiindex α ∈ ZN

+

and a smooth function F (x) = F (x1, . . . , xN ) in N variables we can form the divided
difference ∆α

xF (X1, . . . , XN ).
In terms of the divided differences one can write the Newton interpolation

polynomial as follows:

(73) P(t1, . . . , tN ) =
∑

0≤αi≤n

∆α
xF (X1, . . . , Xn)

α1∏
i1=1

· · ·
αn∏

in=1

(t1−x1
i1) · · · (t

n−xn
in

).

The polynomial P(t1, . . . , tn) has degree ≤ kn in the variables t = (t1, . . . , tn).
The Newton interpolation formula implies that the difference F (t) − P(t1, . . . , tn)
vanishes at all points of the Cartesian product grid X = X1 × · · · × Xn ⊂ Rn.
Moreover, if for each Xj = (xj

1, . . . , x
j
n) we denote by diagk(Xj) the set (xj

1, . . . , x
j
n)

repeated (m + 1) times

(74) (xj
1, . . . , x

j
n︸ ︷︷ ︸, . . . , xj

1, . . . , x
j
n︸ ︷︷ ︸) (m times),

then, to obtain interpolation of the mth jet of F , we replace each Xj = (xj
1, . . . , x

j
n)

by diagm(Xj). The degree of the interpolating polynomial will be ≤ nk(m + 1).
In the case of a multivariate function F : Bn → RN the interpolating polynomial

P(t1, . . . , tn) becomes an N -dimensional vector and is interpolating by coordinate
functions of F = (F 1, . . . , FN ).

Definition 23. Let DDm
k (Bn, RN ) be the collection of all divided differences

with m repetitions, {∆α
xF (diagm(X1), . . . , diagm(Xn))}α, αi ≤ (m + 1)k, i = 1,

. . . , n. This is a linear space naturally equipped with the coordinates {xi, uα : 0 ≤
i ≤ N, αi ≤ (m + 1)}, where xi (resp. uα) are vectors from Rn (resp. RN ). The
dimension of this space is equal to kn + N((m + 1)k)n.

The map Dm
k F is defined by

(75) Dm
k F : (x1, . . . , xk) → (x1, . . . , xk, {uα}α),

where uα = ∆α
xF , ∀i αi ≤ (m + 1)n.

The multivariate interpolation formula together with its derivatives in tj eval-
uated at the points of the grid can be interpreted as a polynomial map restoring
multijets from divided differences.

Newton Interpolation on Rm (abstract version). The multivariate Newton
interpolation formula (73) defines a polynomial interpolation map

πm
k : DDm

k (Bn, RN ) → Jm,k(Bn, RN )

such that Jm,kf = πm
k ◦Dm

k F . The degrees of the components of πm
k do not exceed

(k + 1)nN .

In the next section we present an application of Newton interpolation polyno-
mials and Figure 11 to an old problem in dynamical systems: the problem of rate
of growth of the number of periodic points for generic diffeomorphisms (see, e.g.,
[AM,S4]).
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4.3. Rate of growth of the number of periodic points for generic
diffeomorphisms and Newton interpolation polynomials.

4.3.1. Statement of the problem. Let Diffr(M) be the space of Cr diffeomor-
phisms of a finite-dimensional smooth compact manifold M with the uniform Cr-
topology, dimM ≥ 2, and let f ∈ Diffr(M). Consider the number of isolated
periodic points of period n

(76) Pn(f) = #{isolated x ∈ M : x = fn(x)}.
The main question of this paper is:

How quickly can Pn(f) grow with n for a “generic” diffeomorphism f?

We put the word “generic” in brackets because as the reader will see the answer
depends on the notion of genericity.

We call a diffeomorphism f ∈ Diffr(M) an Artin –Mazur diffeomorphism (or
simply A–M diffeomorphism) if the number of isolated periodic orbits of f grows
at most exponentially fast, i.e., for some number C > 0

(77) Pn(f) ≤ exp(Cn) for all n ∈ Z+.

Artin & Mazur [AM] proved the following

Theorem 13. For any 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞, A –M diffeomorphisms form a dense set of
diffeomorphisms in Diffr(M) with the uniform Cr-topology.

In [K3] an elementary proof of the following extension of the Artin – Mazur
result is given.

Theorem 14. For any 0 ≤ r < ∞ A–M diffeomorphisms with all periodic
points hyperbolic are dense in Diffr(M) with the uniform Cr-topology.

According to the standard terminology a set in Diffr(M) is called generic (or
residual) if it contains a countable intersection of open dense sets and a property is
called (Baire) generic if diffeomorphisms with that property form a residual set. It
turns out the A– M property is not generic, as is shown in [K4]. Moreover:

Theorem 15 ([K4]). For any 2 ≤ r < ∞ there is an open set N ⊂ Diffr(M)
such that for any given sequence a = {an}n∈Z+ there is a Baire generic set Ra in
N depending on the sequence an with the property that if f ∈ Ra, then for infinitely
many ni ∈ Z+ we have Pni

(f) > ani
.

Since any two residual sets have nonempty intersection Theorem 15 implies
that A – M diffeomorphisms are not generic. The proof of this theorem is based on
a result of Gonchenko – Shil′nikov – Turaev [GST]. Two slightly different detailed
proofs of their result are given in [K4,GTS]. The proof in [K4] relies on a strategy
outlined in [GST].

However, it seems unnatural that if you pick a diffeomorphism at random then
it may have an arbitrarily fast growth of number of periodic points. Moreover, Baire
generic sets in Euclidean spaces can have zero Lebesgue measure. Phenomena which
are Baire generic but have a small probability are well known in dynamical systems,
KAM theory, number theory, etc. (see [O,HSY,K1] for various examples).

This partially motivates the problem posed by Arnol′d [A]: Prove that “with
probability one” f is an A–M diffeomorphism. Arnol′d suggested the following
interpretation of “with probability one”: for a (Baire) generic finite parameter
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family of diffeomorphisms {fε}, for Lebesgue almost every ε we have that fε is
A –M. (cf. [K1]). As Theorem 15 shows, a result on the genericity of the set of
A – M diffeomorphisms based on topology (Baire) is likely to be extremely subtle,
if possible at all.5 We use instead a notion of “probability one” based on prevalence
[HSY, K1], which is independent of Baire genericity. We also are able to state
the result in the form Arnol′d suggested for generic families using this measure-
theoretic notion of genericity. The main result in this direction is a partial solution
to Arnol′d’s problem. It says that for a prevalent diffeomorphism f ∈ Diffr(M),
r > 1, and any δ > 0 there exists C = C(δ) > 0 such that for all n ∈ Z+

(78) Pn(f) ≤ exp(Cn1+δ)

This theorem is announced in [KH]. A major part of the proof is worked out in
[K5]. We omit the precise statement, which requires an additional discussion.

4.4. Dynamical usage of Newton interpolation polynomials.
4.4.1. Perturbation of recurrent trajectories by Newton interpolation polynomi-

als. Let us start with several remarks which were the starting point of this paper.
In order to keep notations and formulas simple we consider the 1-dimensional maps,
but the reader should always have in mind that our consideration is designed for
multidimensional diffeomorphisms.

Consider a map f : I ↪→ I of the interval I = [−1, 1]. Recall that a trajectory
{xk}k∈Z of f is called recurrent if it returns arbitrarily close to its initial position —
that is, for all δ > 0 we have |x0 − xn| < δ for some n > 0. A very basic question
of closing lemma type is how much one should perturb f to create a periodic point
x0. Let us give a “baby” answer

Baby Closing Lemma. Let {xk = fk(x0)}n
k=0 be a trajectory of length n + 1

of a map f : I ↪→ I. Let u = (xn − x0)/
∏n−2

k=0(xn−1 − xk). Then x0 is a periodic
point of period n of the map

(79) f̃(x) = f(x) + u

n−2∏
k=0

(x− xk)

Of course f̃ is close to f only if u is sufficiently small, meaning that |x0 − xn|
is small compared to

∏n−2
k=0(xn−1 − xk). However, this product is likely to contain

small factors for a recurrent trajectory. In general, it is difficult to control the effect
of perturbations for recurrent trajectories. The simple reason is because one cannot
perturb f at two nearby points independently.

It is important for the proof in [K5] to control the derivative of f along periodic
orbits. If for some x ∈ I, γ > 0 and some positive integer n we have fn(x) = x
and |(fn)′(x)− 1| > γ, then this implies that the interval around x of size ‖f‖−n

C1 γ
is free from periodic points of the same period (see [KH, Proposition 1.1]). The
quantity γ is called hyperbolicity and x is called (n, γ)-hyperbolic. This quantity was
introduced by Gromov [G1] and Yomdin [Y2]. If one can estimate hyperbolicity
for all points of period n from below, then one can estimate the number of periodic
points of period n. The upper bound (78) is obtained by proving a lower bound on

5For example, using techniques from [GTS,K4] one can prove that for a Baire generic finite-
parameter family {fε} and a Baire generic parameter value ε the corresponding diffeomorphism
fε is not A –M. Unfortunately, how to estimate from below the measure of non-A –M diffeomor-
phisms in a Baire generic finite-parameter family is so far an unreachable question.
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the rate of decay of hyperbolicity with period for prevalent diffeomorphisms. This
is the reason the proof needs to control the derivative along trajectories.

The closing lemma above also gives an idea of how much we must change the
parameter u to make a point x0 that is (n, γ)-periodic not be (n, γ)-periodic for a
given γ > 0, which as we described above is one way to make a map that is “bad”
for the initial condition x0 become “good.” To make use of our other alternative
we must determine how much we need to perturb a map f to make a given x0 be
(n, γ)-hyperbolic for some γ > 0.

Perturbation of Hyperbolicity. Let {xk = fk(x0)}n−1
k=0 be a trajectory of

length n of a C1 map f : I → I. Then for the map

(80) fv(x) = f(x) + v(x− xn−1)
n−2∏
k=0

(x− xk)2

such that v ∈ R and

(81)
∣∣|(fn

v )′(x0)| − 1
∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣n−1∏
k=0

f ′(xk) + v
n−2∏
k=0

(xn−1 − xk)2
n−2∏
k=0

f ′(xk)
∣∣∣∣− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ > γ

we have that x0 is an (n, γ)-hyperbolic point of fv.

Once again we can see that the product of distances
∏n−2

k=0 |xn−1 − xk| along
the trajectory is an important quantitative characteristic of how much freedom we
have to perturb.

The perturbations (79) and (80) are reminiscent of Newton interpolation poly-
nomials. Let us put these formulas into a general setting using singularity theory.

4.4.2. Distance to the diagonal in the multijet space. Consider the 2n-parameter
family of a perturbation of a map f : I ↪→ I by polynomials of degree 2n− 1

(82) fε(x) = f(x) +
2n−1∑
k=0

εkxk.

Define a map

(83)
J 1

nf : I × · · · × I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

×R2n → I × · · · × I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

× (I × R)× · · · × (I × R)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

J 1,nf(x0, . . . , xn−1, ε) =
(
x0, . . . , xn−1, fε(x0), f ′

ε(x0), . . . , fε(xn−1), f ′
ε(xn−1)

)
.

This map is called the n-tuple 1-jet map. The 1-jet of a function means that we
take into account not only the image of a point, but also its derivative. The 1-jet
of a function is usually denoted by j1fε(x) = (x, fε(x), f ′

ε(x)). The space of 1-jets
of functions on the interval I is denoted by J 1(I, R). The product of n copies of
J 1(I, R) is multijet space and is denoted by

(84) J 1,n(I, R) = J 1(I, R)× · · · × J 1(I, R)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

.

We need to include derivatives into our consideration, because we are interested in
hyperbolicity (property of derivatives) of periodic points. The set of points

(85) ∆n(I) =
{
{x0, . . . , xn−1} × R2n ⊂ I × · · · × I︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

×R2n :

∃(i, j) s.t. i �= j, xi = xj

}
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is called the diagonal in the space of multijets. In singularity theory the space
of multijets is defined outside of the diagonal ∆n(I) and is usually denoted by
J 1,n(I, R) = J 1,n(I, R) \∆n(I) (see [GG]).

It is easy to see that a recurrent trajectory {xk}k∈Z+ is located in a neighborhood
of the diagonal ∆n(I) in the space of multijets for a sufficiently large n. If {xk}n−1

k=0

is a part of a recurrent trajectory of length n, then the product of distances along
the trajectory

(86)
n−2∏
k=0

|xn−1 − xk|

measures how close {xk}n−1
k=0 is to the diagonal ∆n(I), or how independently one

can perturb points of a trajectory. One can also say that (86) is a quantitative
characteristic of how recurrent a trajectory of length n is. Introduction of this
product of distances along a trajectory is a new central point of the method.

4.4.3. Newton interpolation and blow-up along the diagonal in multijet space.
Now look at Grigoriev – Yakovenko’s construction [GY] in the 1-dimensional case
with more details. This construction puts the “closing lemma” and “perturbation
of hyperbolicity” statements above into a general framework.

Again consider the 2n-parameter family (82) of perturbations of a C1 map
f : I → I by polynomials of degree 2n − 1. Our goal now is to describe how such
perturbations affect the n-tuple 1-jet of f , and since the operator j1,n is linear in f ,
for the time being we consider only the perturbations φε and their n-tuple 1-jets. For
each n-tuple {xk}n−1

k=0 there is a natural transformation J 1,n : In×R2n → J 1,n(I, R)
from ε-coordinates to jet-coordinates, given by

(87) J 1,n(x0, . . . , xn−1, ε) = j1,nφε(x0, . . . , xn−1).

Instead of working directly with the transformation J 1,n, we introduce inter-
mediate u-coordinates based on Newton interpolation polynomials. The relation
between ε-coordinates and u-coordinates is given implicitly by

(88) φε(x) =
2n−1∑
k=0

εkxk =
2n−1∑
k=0

uk

k−1∏
j=0

(x− xj(mod n)).

Based on this identity, we can define functions D1
n : In × R2n → In × R2n and

π1
n : In ×R2n → J 1,n(I, R) so that J 1,n = π1

n ◦ D1
n, or in other words the diagram

in Figure 11 commutes. This definition coincides with the one we gave before. We
will show later that D1

n is invertible, while π1
n is invertible away from the diagonal

∆n(I) and defines a blow-up along it in the space of multijets J 1,n(I, R). Consider
Figure 11 for m = n = N = 1.

Recall that the intermediate space, denoted by DD1
n(I, R), is called the space

of divided differences and consists of n-tuples of points {xk}n−1
k=0 and 2n real co-

efficients {uk}2n−1
k=0 . Here are explicit coordinate-by-coordinate formulas defining
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π1
n : DD1

n(I, R)→ J 1,n(I, R).

φε(x0) = u0,

φε(x1) = u0 + u1(x1 − x0),

φε(x2) = u0 + u1(x2 − x0) + u2(x2 − x0)(x2 − x1),
...

φε(xn−1) = u0 + u1(xn−1 − x0) + · · ·+ un−1(xn−1 − x0) · · · (xn−1 − xn−2),

(89)

φ′
ε(x0) =

∂

∂x

(2n−1∑
k=0

uk

k−1∏
j=0

(
x− xj(mod n)

))∣∣∣∣
x=x0

,

...

φ′
ε(xn−1) =

∂

∂x

(2n−1∑
k=0

uk

k−1∏
j=0

(
x− xj(mod n)

))∣∣∣∣
x=xn−1

,

(90)

These formulas are very useful for dynamics. For a given base map f and initial
point x0, the image fε(x0) = f(x0)+φε(x0) of x0 depends only on u0. Furthermore
the image can be set to any desired point by choosing u0 appropriately—we say
then that it depends nontrivially on u0. If x0, x1, and u0 are fixed, the image fε(x1)
of x1 depends only on u1, and as long as x0 �= x1 it depends nontrivially on u1.
More generally for 0 ≤ k ≤ n−1, if pairwise distinct points {xj}k

j=0 and coefficients
{uj}k−1

j=0 are fixed, then the image fε(xk) of xk depends only and nontrivially on uk.
Suppose now that an n-tuple of points {xj}n

j=0 not on the diagonal ∆n(I) and
Newton coefficients {uj}n−1

j=0 are fixed. Then derivative f ′
ε(x0) at x0 depends only

and nontrivially on un. Likewise for 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, if distinct points {xj}n
j=0 and

Newton coefficients {uj}n+k−1
j=0 are fixed, then the derivative f ′

ε(xk) at xk depends
only and nontrivially on un+k.

As Figure 12 illustrates, these considerations show that for any map f and any
desired trajectory of distinct points with any given derivatives along it, one can
choose Newton coefficients {uk}2n−1

k=0 and explicitly construct a map fε = f + φε

with such a trajectory. Thus we have shown that π1
n is invertible away from the

diagonal ∆n(I) and defines a blow-up along it in the space of multijets J 1,n(I, R).
The function D1,n : In × R2n → DD1,n(I, R) was explicitly defined using so-

called divided differences above.
Recall that D1

n was defined implicitly by (88). We have described how to use
divided differences to construct a degree 2n − 1 interpolating polynomial of the
form on the right-hand side of (88) for an arbitrary C∞ function g. Our interest
then is in the case g = φε, which as a degree 2n− 1 polynomial itself will have no
remainder term and coincide exactly with the interpolating polynomial. Thus D1,n

is given coordinate-by-coordinate by

um = ∆m

(2n−1∑
k=0

εkxk

)(
x0, . . . , xm(mod n)

)
= εm +

2n−1∑
k=m+1

εkpk,m

(
x0, . . . , xm(mod n)

)
(91)
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x0 x1 xkxk

fu(x0) fu(xk)

f ′
u(x0) f ′

u(xk)

u0 uk

un un+k

· · ·

· · ·

Figure 12. Newton coefficients and their action

for m = 0, . . . , 2n− 1. We call the transformation given by (91) the Newton map.
Notice that for fixed {xk}2n−1

k=0 , the Newton map is linear and given by an upper tri-
angular matrix with units on the diagonal. Hence it is Lebesgue volume-preserving
and invertible, whether or not {xk}2n−1

k=0 lies on the diagonal ∆n(I).
We call the basis of monomials

(92)
k∏

j=0

(x− xj(mod n)) for k = 0, . . . , 2n− 1

in the space of polynomials of degree 2n−1 the Newton basis defined by the n-tuple
{xk}n−1

k=0 . The Newton map and the Newton basis, and their analogues in dimension
N , are useful tools for perturbing trajectories and proving (78).

Acknowledgments. In this lecture I have used fragments of the announcement
[KH]. The good presentation of this announcement is entirely due to my coauthor
Brian Hunt. Needless to say that numerous communications with him and also
John Mather were very important for me.
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